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gives scientists the largest image of the sun man has ever had 

At the top of the gleaming white tower in the flank of the mountain. Sunlight is re- magnetic field and how sunspots affect 

the upper picture is a 60-inch quartz mirror flected 480 feet down this tunnel and back our weather and communications. 

which precisely tracks the sun all day in up 280 feet into a dark viewing room by The 60-ton heliostat at the Kitt Peak 

the clear, dry air above the Arizona desert. means of two other mirrors, also on National Observatory is designed to track 

It is cradled in a carriage called a helio- Westinghouse mountings. the daily motion of the sun to an accuracy 

stat, built by Westinghouse. By studying the sun's image here, scien- of 1/1000 of an inch. 

Part of this telescope is tunneled out of — tists hope to learn more about the sun's 

og tgs A 
You can be sure if it’s Westinghouse 

For information on a career at Westinghouse, an equal opportunity employer, 

write L.H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.



Here it is February already; the ground hog has seen his shadow so we can 
all settle down for six weeks of cold weather and six weeks exams. Relax group, 
it’s second semester and that means another school year is waning. For many of 
you this means graduation, while for others it may mean a summer job that helps 
you fill your pockets with coins. Anyway, our advice is to hit the books extra 
hard now, when the weather isn’t always perfect. Then, when spring comes (it 
really does you know) you can spend more time at Vilas, on the piers, at Picnic 
Point, or what have you. 

THIS MONTH .. . 

Our cover story, “The Pros and Cons of Urban Renewal,” begins on page 12. 
This is intended to give you politicians some fuel for a bull session, now that this 
topic has become a big election issue in Madison. For the scoop on the successes and 
failures of urban renewal, this article shouldn't be overlooked. 

A current report on a future giant among engines begins on page 16. From 
engineering details, to research, to predicted potential use, Glen Scharpf’s “The 
Wankel Rotary Engine” is intriguing and interesting. 

As a followup to our articles of March 1964 (Critical Path and MAPI) we pre- 
sent “PERT: A Management Tool.” Jim Horton’s article is current and thorough. 
Maybe you can use PERT to help you with your homework. 

Messrs. Fonstad and Weber and some anonymous joke editor have their 
usual contributions, on pages 44, 36, and 39 respectively. 

We do owe you an apology for not printing the 2nd semester interview sched- 
ule as promised, but it just couldn’t be fit in this month. The Placement Office has 
the current schedule posted, along with some additions and corrections, so check 
with them if you're job-hunting. 

Happy exams, etc. 

FEBRUARY, 1965 1
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high vacuum equipment, automotive brakes, and lots of secret stuff. 

What kind of company does it take to make significant and talk to our representative when he’s on campus. For 

contributions in all these fields? A company like Bendix more information write Dr. A. C. Canfield, The Bendix 

with a proven record of research and production accom- Corporation, Fisher Building, Detroit, Michigan 48202. 

plishments in the space, missile, aviation, electronics, ——. 

automotive, oceanics and automation fields. Bendix operates 28 divisions and 8 subsidiaries in the 

If you enjoy the challenge of advanced engineering United States, and 22 subsidiaries and affiliates in Canada 

problems, examine our materials in your placement office, and overseas. 

THERE ARE BENDIX DIVISIONS IN: CALIFORNIA, MISSOURI, IOWA, OHIO, INDIANA, MICHIGAN, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, MARYLAND. 

ee Oenctix7 

CORPORATION 

An equal opportunity employer. 

CREATIVE ENGINEERING FOR: SPACE O MISSILES DO AVIATION Q AUTOMOTIVE [] OCEANICS 0 AUTOMATION 
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Another of your future’s many facets at Monsanto 
————— 

If you like the idea of proving your ability rapidly, consider marketing for Monsanto 
as a career. This worldwide company (represented in 70 nations), has quadrupled 
sales in the last twelve years, is expanding rapidly. 

Monsanto needs men with sales talent who also have the creative ability to antici- 
pate and generate demand for future products. You’ll have the stimulation of pio- 4 
neering with new, exciting products that demand_-full use of your professional skills. Ni tyakse nto 

See your Placement Director to arrange for an interview when we visit your campus 
soon. Or write for our brochure, ‘‘Your Future and Monsanto,’’ to Manager, Profes- N { 
sional Recruiting, Department 960, Monsanto, St. Louis, Missouri 63166. 

® 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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A little of this kind of “devil may care” goes | tee ee | 

a long way with most of us. Not to mention aL 

that the work is quite specialized and tends ou. a 

to be repetitive. Die 

These workmen are perched atop a new 550 oe 

foot stack at our Oak Creek power plant site. i og 

However, many challenging engineering ap- i 

plications are incorporated into the 310 mw Me 

generating unit which this stack will serve. ek 

These include direct firing of pulverized coal a oo 

instead of a bin storage system, solid state ee 

electronic combustion control instead of pneu- _ oO 

matic control, and the use of a digital com-  . 

puter for start-up and shut-down as well as ee 

for other functions. 
hie. a 

To prevent our power engineers from be- Witt) 

coming “topped out” in one specialized field, po ey 

we offer varied assignments and lateral trans- 
es 

fers to provide experience vital to the success- | —esSS 

ful handling of higher responsibilities. i 

i 

WISCONSIN ELECTRIC POWER oe 
COMPANY SYSTEM eG 

WISCONSIN WISCONSIN . 
ELECTRIC POWER CO. MICHIGAN POWER CO. rf 

Milwaukee, Wis. Appleton, Wis. _ _ 
rr 

WISCONSIN NATURAL GAS CO. i  —r—— 
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Racine, Wis. 
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Engineering and Science at RCA 
Color TV Receiver 

Automatic Degaussing 

Even the comparatively smal! magnetic fields 

exhibited by the earth can cause visible errors 
| incolor television reception. To give picture tube Energy Conversion Ground Detection of output proper color alignment, while the TV 6 fu ea ¥ 2 * receiver is in a esir ‘ation, a effective ne of the most attractive new methods Space Objects in the Night Sky magnetic shictt uc reqUeeL Mie tee a for the direct conversion of heat to electricity , amma: 5 Ba practical magnetic shield can perform its is the thermionic generator. In many applica- Beeowee ier Re function, the shield must be degaussed in the | tions, however, the efficient use of a thermionic system that utilizes advanced techniques in specific magnetic field to be shielded. generator requires some form of low voltage 

several fields including physics, electronics, ap Degaussing enables the metal in the shield to DE. to AC inversion: Buch ‘generasors de mathematics and astronomy. Starting in the “forget” its previous magnetic orientation and velopediat RCA: are capable of several hundred laboratory with a bread-board experiment to to magnetically realign to counteract any new watts output at efficiencies of 20°;. Because 
prove the feasibility of using image orthicon Position. Degaussing affects the metal in the this power is generated at only 0.5. volts, tubes as detectors of moving targets among the picture tube’s shadow mask in the same manner. techniques were needed to step up output to 

Usually, a color television receiver is dc- practical voltage levels. Under Navy and Air 
gaussed by driving a solenoid wound coil with Force sponsorship, RCA has now developed a 

AS 120 volt AC line voltage and moving the coil tunnel diode inverter system capable of in- 
eee Tae {sa | around the front of the tube . . . then slowly verting the output of thermionic generators 

a eee a aan Ecol drawing the coil away. This operation usually and other low voltage power sources to any 
Gea Lal We is required every time the position of the color AC voltage desired, with efficiencies up to = E H Wea receiver, with respect to the earth’s magnetic 80%. This is believed to be the first time that ‘| a i Hea mt field, is changed. usable power has been developed from a og cecil | elt, ME Recently, RCA introduced automatic degauss- thermionic generator. 

i ce ing. This gives the color instrument freedom of 
a movement, regardless of the earth’s magnetic @ eas 

field. Automatic degaussing also protects the | «= ~~) = rrt—=™ receiver from magnetic fields generated by Co 4 dy. “i 

scientists and engineers carried the project appliances. oy Oe i ee 
through systems and design analysis, and An RCA innovation, automatic degaussing DP ‘JS TT” oF produced the requisite equipment even to is accomplished during initial warm-up—each awe 4 | SC building an observatory on a mountain top in time the color receiver is turned on from a _. | iL ~ i a _ New Mexico. The system is now being evalu- | Cold start. The surge currents charging the | | i _— , 
ated under actual operating conditions. While electrolytic capacitors of the B+ supply Slane | | rrrr—téts=OCitiésC rss a. performance data are security classified it can from a high value and decrease exponentially LO L ae a 
E . during the charging time. A thermistor in Yi oo ia be said that the, system is designed to detect, series with this charging current starts at ©“ 4h e: a =O without a priori information, very dim satellites approximately 110 ohms and decreases to 4 _ iF _—~—srs—“(‘(CR in real time, far beyond normal radar ranges. ohms as the current’s heating effect changes i | #2. 

Optical physics and engineering of the highest the resistance. 3) lI eo _ 
order were required to produce an eleven-ton, 

27 inch f/1 telescope that uses 6 million optical papell eons Hiss: ee The new system employs the use of gallium fibers to present images to 12  orthicon Cr Ba arsenide, a semiconductor material which 
cameras. Image motion processing necessary ae et iN Ge io) provides larger bandgaps and hence higher to find a tiny satellite moving slowly through a ie lg WS: efficiencies and temperature capabilitics. The 
star field as dense as the Milky Way is accom- @ Bale Baie i tunnel diode inverter system has the advantage 
plished by entirely automatic electronic signal Tin over previous designs in the following arcas: 

Inteeratien.ister tanueiatian aed datinseoes | EM | om | Radiation resistance—operable at radiation of electron cusinecring have orate highly levels of 10!" nvt with only small decreases in sophisticated equinment for control, dats Ae y/ efficiency. Temperature —GaAs tunnel diodes 
: er 3 Me ON =) faa have been operated successfully at 200°C. gathering and analysis of results. is aa Circuit simplicity—An extremely simple circuit System design, performance evaluation and catty iy as ¥\ is required consisting of only one transformer 

computer programming have involved rigorous ; and two tunnel diodes, while the more conven- mathematical analyses applied to new com- ane tional type of transistor inverter requires several binations of scientific disciplines. Proof of the ioctl al transformers, resistors, diodes and transistors. 
deductions are just beginning to emerge from Cost-Weight-Volume—Due largely to their sim- the observatory, and much will be learned A voltage-dependent resistor, in series with plicity, these advantages are obvious over other about applied astronomy as the system the degaussing coils (wound on the picture circuits of comparable performance. ig used: tube shield), acts as a switch to connect the ' Set cceoeinnene: coils across the thermistor only during the These advanced enginecring achievements 
Reference—J. A. Hynek and J. R. Dunlap, “Image warm-up of the receiver. Thus, the slow draw- represent a real breakthrough in energy con- 

Orthicon Astronomy,” Sky and Telescope, Vol. 28, ing away of the coil in manual degaussing is version that is extremely important to our 
No. 3, p. 130, Sept., 1964. simulated automatically. defense and space efforts. 

These recent achievements are indicative of the great range of activities in 
research, applied research, advanced development, design and development The Most Trusted Name 
engineering at RCA. To learn more about the many scientific challenges . . 
awaiting bachelor and advanced degree candidates in Electrical or Mechanical in Electronics 
Engineering, Physics, Chemistry or Mathematics, write: College Relations, ® 
Radio Corporation of America, Cherry Hill, New Jersey. An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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What is a chemical engineer doing at NCR? 
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Lots of things. With a BS, MS or thermocopy paper, punched cards, in such fields as pharmaceuticals, 
Ph.D. in chemical engineering, he and tape). He might be developing foods and adhesives. 
may be working with plastics, poly. new media storage by changing In NCR's Materials Analysis 

mers, inks, paper, metals, foods or materials and coating techniques. group, he might assist our research 

pharmaceuticals. In the Plastics Laboratory, you organizations — qualifying produc- 

In NCR's Finishes Control Labora- may find him evaluating new mate- tion materials or developing new 
tory, his assignment might deal with rials, determining new methods of | wet and dry test techniques. 

new process design for electro or production, developing new proc- If your interests fit into this 
electroless plating. Or with new — esses or improving old ones. broad picture of process develop- 

etching techniques for printed-thru- Capsular Research and Product ment, product development and pro- 
hole circuit boards. Development would involve him in duct application, we’d like to hear 

In Chemical Development, he NCR's unique microencapsulation from you. Write to Thomas F. Wade, 
might be working with special paper process which locks up a material Technical Placement, NCR, Dayton, 
products for business systems ina microscopic capsule for subse- Ohio 45409. An equal opportunity 
(such as carbonless transfer and quent release. This has applications | employer. 

BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR. THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY @® 
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COMPLAINT DEPARTMENT 

If we had an aggravation award, we certainly could have many deserving 
recipients in mind. By presenting it to this month’s candidate, we could do a serv- 
ice to the City of Madison and the University of Wisconsin. Perhaps a bit of verbal 
lambasting will suffice. 

Just to make it a little more interesting, let’s make it a game—we'll give you 
some clues, and you give yourself one point for each one you have to use until you 
get the right answer: 

1. The recipient is not a person but a corporation. 

2. The corporation operates wheeled vehicles in the campus area. 
3. The wheeled vehicles are big and ugly. 

4. They roll on steel at a snail’s pace. 

5. They make us late for classes. 

6. They make it difficult to get to the H-T. 

7. They succeed in backing up traffic on three of Madison’s busiest arterial 
streets for block after infinite block. 

Scoring: 1—you cheated, 2—you're a junior or senior, 3 or more—you don’t drive 
or walk around much. 

Admittedly, it’s the nature of these freight trains of the Milwaukee Road to 
lumber along in an endless queue. They have to do it. But, we plead, do they 
have to get in the way at the hours of peak traffic flow on Johnson Street, Univer- 
sity Avenue, and Dayton Street? Isn’t the traffic problem severe enough without 
a steel barrier during the morning and afternoon rush hours? 

& 

CASH FOR YOUR TALENTS .. . . 
We invited your attention to the Student Exhibits division of the 1965 Engi- , 

neering Exposition. Information is available on bulletin boards, departmental 
offices or at the Engineer office, 333 ME. There’s an application and entry form on 
page 6. We hope that you clip it out and use it. 

R. J. Smiru 
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e To move ahead in these highly technological days, 

Will our professional growth after graduation is a prime 

requisite. At Douglas, you'll work at the most 

advanced state of the art in your and related disci- 

next ste be plines...on aircraft, space and defense programs 

going far beyond present technology. And we Dou las 

e encourage your participation in evening courses 

sidewa S leading to advanced degrees in fine nearby uni- Send your resume 

versities. Scholarships are also available. If you're to S. A. Amestoy 

a young engineer on the move, you'll find that at Box 695-X, Corporate Offices 

or forward 9 Douglas, every step is forward. We are an equal Douglas Aircraft Co., Inc. 

e opportunity employer. Santa Monica California 
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Re special digital computer fire control system, cooperation with Washington-area uni- we explore freely 2. 8 are almost ready for fleet use is a real tribute versities. The University of Maryland even 
to NOL’s creativity, technical direction, and holds some courses on NOL premises 

test & evaluation capabilities. which you may attend during working and no restrictions are set upon But SUBROC—although an undertaking of hours. (NOL has always been fertile ground 
our imagination." incredible proportions—is just one in a long for PhD theses.) | | | 9 . series of NOL projects in anti-submarine ° tne stimulus of working with top people in The speaker was a brilliant young Navy Warfare, air and surface weaponry, aerobal- ereen ed ee ot hom aid es : : . : istics, chemi: i i © n ui sand uni- scientist discussing his work, and he might listics, = ae ie padi ae matenals versities E , ri research. Many such dreams have become on well have been referring to the Naval Ordance reality at NOL—seven new magnetic ma. * the added stimulus offered by the Wash- Laboratory at White Oak, Maryland, where y 8 i ‘ : paces i terials that have sharply upgraded magnetic ington environment, now one of the top 
technological explorations are pursued to the ply ups 8 - “ . _ ultimate advantage of the nation’s posture @mMplifiers, magnetometers, and electromag- four R & D centers —private as well as of defense. netic transducers . . . new ways to measure SOvernment—in the country. ; . drag, stability, and heating effects of missiles The same young Navy scientist we quoted Who would have thought, especially before traveling in excess of Mach 10. . . the arming earlier also remarked: ‘*. . . if@ scientist wants the advent of POLARIS, that a submarine anq fuzing devices for POLARIS ...a new the freedom to satisfy his intellectual hunger could someday fire what appears to be an data reduction method for underwater and open doors now closed to him, his best bet ordinary torpedo which would, afew seconds acoustics that opens the door to passive sonar is to work for the Government.” later, take off upwards into a ballistics tra- ranging . . . two new nuclear depth bombs... 
Jectory ... drop its rocket motor somewhere and literally hundreds more, 

-range . . . re-enter the water inte 
coun rane — re rotomaticall amici There are more than 1,000 graduate profes- Pr Speed in y 1, sionals at NOL-White Oak today, but the . .. and let loose a nuclear blast that will cgi . , : Laboratory is always interested in talented decimate any number of submerged hostiles? 5 Se i explorers—especially those delving into aero 
Today, SUBROC promises to be the deadliest and electro technologies. And, to help you 
anti-submarine warfare weapon ever devised, explore more freely (and productively), NOL Check your College Placement Office for news but when it was first dreamed up by NOL offers: of NOL interviews on campus, or write Lee scientists back in 1957 it presented the e assignments of national importance E. Probst, Professional Recruitment Division, thorniest set of problems yet to face the still- _ the finest equipment and facilities to be had Naval Ordnance Laboratory—White Oak, young missile age. That SUBROC itself, (900 acres of them) Silver Spring, Maryland, for more details. together with its sonar detection system and e several programs for advance degrees in The Navy isan equal opportunity employer. 
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INTRODUCTION brought more and more people troduced in Congress concerning 

into the cities, which were full of — urban redevelopment. The Hous- 

HY should a plan to clear smoke and soot and the cities be- ing Act of 1949 was passed by the 

WX our slums in this United came cramped, monotonous and — 81st Congress and became a law. 

States be a controversial ugly—while the fair was big, broad The Housing Act of 1954 ex- 

matter? Why should building new and beautiful. The people were tended the role of the federal gov- 

apartment houses with bathrooms, awakened by this contrast and the ernment from simple redevelop- 

running water, and furnaces to re- movement of “classic revival” was ment to urban renewal after it was 

place unkept and substandard launched. Every large city strived found in 1953 that the slums were 

housing cause opposition from so to become the “City Beautiful”. At still growing faster than they were 

many people? It is an established first, monumental plans were made _ being cleared. This Act was further 

fact that urban renewal is a neces- without paying attention to eco- implemented in 1956, 1959, and 

sity for present day cities. Why, nomics and usefulness. Then came 1960. 

then, do attempts at these projects the practical men, free of dreams, As urban renewal stands now, it 

often appear to many people as and city planning became an engi- is a joint venture by local and fed- 

failures? neering process. ; eral governments with private en- 

The problem of urban renewal is The necessity for govern-  terprise. The rules are set up by 

an old one, For many years people mental guidance and assistance was Congress, but the initiative and 

in large cities have attempted to recognized, as it became apparent hard work to make it a success 

clear their slums. Today with our that private enterprise alone was yests_ with the citizens of the 

increasing population, this problem not able to stop the physical decay community. 

has become very real to the aver- that had eaten deeply into the ur- One of the most successful ur- 

age citizen. In our city of Madison, ban community. The blight has ban renewal projects ever under- 

Wisconsin, we voted on a refer- been found everywhere: 0 the taken, is the Rockefeller Center 

endum in the spring of 1964 on business and industrial districts, (See Figure 1). This unique 15- 

whether to dissolve Madison Re- downtown, and in the outskirts of building development on Manhat- 

development Authority (MRA). the city. It undermines civic pride, tan Island is the world’s largest 

Many of us also were asked to sign and breeds CMe and delinquency. privately owned business and en- 

petitions to save our houses from It_ causes municipal bankruptcy, tertainment center. It occupies ap- 

being torn down. I believe every traffic deaths and injury: At was proximately 12.5 acres on a piece 

citizen should be informed of the found in a survey of cities that of land that previously had more 

advantages and the pitfalls of ur- only six per cent of the cities’ rev- than 200 obsolete structures. 

ban renewal. He then will be able enue came from slums, but these 

to make an intelligent decision 2788 cost forty-five per cent of the INEFFICIENT PLANNING AND 

when asked to vote on this issue. total oxpenditu res for urban QUESTIONABLE PROCEDURE 

SHORT HISTORY OF “The legitimate object of govern- In our cities, congestion created 

URBAN RENEWAL ment”, said Abraham Lincoln, is high land values that were aug- 

to do for a community of people — mented by the lack of regulations 

The seeds of city planning were — whatever they need to have done _ limiting land use. This situation 

planted in the United States when but can not do at all or can not do very often touched off unlimited 

the World Fair, called the Colum- so well for themselves in their sep- speculation in real estate. 

bian Exposition, opened its gates arate and individual capacities.”! Laws for urban renewal provide 

in Chicago in 1893. In the Nine- As this need for government assist- for the sale or lease of cleared 

teenth century, industrialization ance became clearer, bills were in- _ land to a private redeveloper, This 
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oo ae Ps kind of urban renewal that I have 
oe ee fe if described above helps the slum 
greased aa re landlords get richer, instead of 
Ey ae wane | es P helping the poor tenants. eee a iil) WORN eg | POLITICS IN URBAN RENEWAL ey ee % 
ee. ae a a , it) Madison Redevelopment Authority 
ics ee ae all a One of the major obstacles in 

Pee ae | | ag & | the path of urban renewal is poli- 
A 2 sl y co tics. Many of those who make the 

is Ee al ah] i decisions of urban renewal are 
i in 4 ( / more interested in re-election than 

al . : in their peoples’ interests. 
ee One of the hottest political is- 

Figure 1—The old (left) and new (center and right) in sues in the last election in Madi- 

Mid-Manhattan, New York City. son, Wisconsin, was urban renewal. 
(See cover). It all started with 
the Triangle Renewal Project. 

raises the question as to the advis- in a two-or three-bedroom apart. Many people resented the neloer ability of this procedure. The price ment, or house, could now rent tion of Negro families to waite received for these parcels is always only a small one-bedroom apart- neighborhoods. These people 
much less than the cost of buying ment in the new buildings, with brought pressure on their aldermen 
and clearing the areas. The United the same amount of money. As to work against urban renewal. 
States Housing Home Finance Professor Bruce Davidson has said, Other aldermen were unseated by 
Agency (HHFA) absorbs two- anyone who used to rent a room opponents in the last election, be- thirds of the resulting loss. Why now can rent only a bathtub to Cause they favored urban renewal. are the taxpayers required to pay sleep in. The combination of political pres- 
for this, when the land is then The price of low-rent housing sure and new aldermen brought 
handed back to the same abuses — was already inflated in Madison,  2bout a majority of opposing votes that have made urban renewal Wisconsin because of the inade. to urban renewal. 
necessary? The public interest is quate supply, and the large de- The action of the Madison, Wis- 
served by bringing the land price — mand by low-income families an] consin City Council the last few 
down to an economic value for re- University students. After the ur- weeks shows the results of this 
development, but this subsidized ban renewal project was imple- public pressure. The resignation of 
price is an inducement to engage mented, the shortage of low-cost the director of MRA, Mr. Roger 
in urban redevelopment for profit. units became more acute, This Rupnow, exemplifies the effects of 
This is a distortion of the purpose helped to maintain high prices on this pressure. He resigned after 
for which urban renewal was the still-available “low cost” and criticisms from the City Council 
designed. substandard housing. because of his buy:ng property in 

One example of this was seen in This is in contrast to the national an area near the Un‘versity of Wis- 
Washington, D. C. The city’s rede- goal under President Johnson’s Ad- — consin, which is to be studied for 
velopment agency paid the Wash- ministration, which is for the elim- a possible urban renewal project. 
ington, D. C. Transit System, of ination of poverty in America. The A short time after Mr. Rupnow’s 
which O. Roy Chalk is president, 
$1,266,065 for some real estate. 
They later leased it back to his 
company, Chalk House West, Inc., 
for 99 years at a bargain rental 
price. 
We have had frequent contro- 4 

versies over renewal here in Madi- | ft Tw _ — 
son, Wisconsin. Many citizens re- ~ 2 . 3 Thy , 
sent the way the Madison Redevel- > ' - oo s* a. 
opment Authority handled the 4 A i 1] 2 a 
local urban renewal project. The ‘ — it ie 
Authority sold part of the cleared | : 3 
land to a redeveloper, who was the : eae ee / : 
only one interested in buying that 3 ee oe ee ee property. The rental units built by i al 
the redeveloper (see F igures 2 and a Es. —-enal saceneniemsammemsi de 
3) were too expensive for the peo- nem ple who were displaced from the 
area. Large families who had lived Figure 2.—Madison, Wis., rental units. 
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3, the developer was allowed to 

build multi-family apartment 

me 
houses with relatively high rent, 

= when there was a great need for 

— SAMPSON PLAZA housing for low-income families. 

STUDIO ~ | BEDROOM - 2 BEDROOM 
This action necessitates the con- 

. -_ ceoscenaroa’ 1 Das struction of subsidized public 

ia ms i} an aaomonne fl ah housing by the Madison Housing 

HoT WaTER {I DF ee Ca Authority (MHA). This means 
oa RENT HSU ee R ' 1 sae . 

SOME “ . Braces a that additional public funds have 

MANAGER... 725 WMASHINGTOR AYE, APTIOZ »-255 7094 _ to be spent. 

: T5 om 8 ee Ee There are other enforcement 

es . —— problems due to an_ insufficient 

— ; number of inspectors, corruption 

ee em i of inspection officials, complaints 

——— ° that the courts tend to favor prop- 

Figure 3.—The sign explains the terms of the renewal units. erty owners rather than enforce- 

ment officials in code-enforcement 

cases, and habitual code violators. 

“The Sad Little Story of Wink” 

resignation, the aldermen voted to 1. The purpose of zoning codes ; . 

stop all possible urban renewal is to regulate land use, the lo- oa rhe renewal in the village 

yrojects in Madison for one year, cation and height of build- 9 ink, “Texas, can serve as 8 

pro} : y 5 5 : good example of the results of poli- 

with the exception of those already ings, type and architectural tical £ ; lack of foresight i 

in progress. design, and density of land aeal favors, TACK OL fOrestent Mt 
occupancy plannig, and extravagant financing. 

Political Machine in Control of 2. Building codes set standards be ast F nes Bave We a 

I for materials to be used for Population o 863, It was a town 
Local Government 

£ 15.000 b cise the 

0 f th , q f construction, and detail the OF - at one time, but after the 
a 2 © yeste a “4 ii . ‘ i > 

a me : / ne ai ae ‘ ‘ requirements for walls, parti- collapse of the local oil boom, the 

ome spread ot 1g) a ‘ tions, and similar components. people moved away. Wink started 

it * ad ne municipa oes iy he 3. The health codes require to become a “ghost town when 

he land, as in many cities in Kur- regular inspections to check they heard about urban renewal. 

ope. However, there are several over-crowding, sanitation fa- They voted to try for some Federal 

pclae eaten oles a eo cilities, and preparation, serv- Funds for an urban renewal project. 

> >] S n x r . 
soe 

of local vovertimentt 2 political ice, und! stonage sf £603. The Urban Renewal Adminis- 

mnachine. an unfortunate sinatiei 4. ike yuemen en codes BFE tration encouraged them to “think 

prevalent : in man meco lit n concerned with such things as big’. When the project temporar: 

prevé yD poe storage of wastes and flam- ily seemed to get stuck in Wash- 

areas. Lands held by such munici- ble axial a ; : 
valities can. b& thié source of jeraft mable materials, proper insu- ington, D. C., a Wink booster ap- 

I 1  euéeaes Mat ; era : lation of walls, and sufficient pealed to Vice-president L. B. 

and corruption. Serious problems asritie " « 

. ie aE = exits. Johnson, a fellow Texan. Soon “a 

in the areas of housing and rede- < 4 

velopment have been exposed from Strict code is ; he i Santa Claus came to Wink’, a vis- 

time to time, and there is n6 reason ter nue , . erect a ° b iting newspaper man wrote. The 

- the csdeuor chs eres i: 0) the man who runs for pud- town received $891,868 as a grant 

to expect that some individuals lic office and is not concerned with , as ¢ 

will stop trying to have public offi- tl blic interest, but simply with and $1,034,758 as a loan. That 

cials turn ° abla oe over to - ia “ y elae nthe. Shes smounted to. $1004 per eapite, a 

hein for little oe nothing This oe en val i wan td se ct renewal funds were given on the 

political favoritism and conta tion in eS from the Se eee ae same basis per capita as in Wink, 

exists how in urban renewal be- tive & the sl c um ie 4 to some other metropolitan areas, 

use some publi * officials na ive in the slums or those cusplace: the approximate figures would be 

cause some public officials can be by urban renewal, but from those fantastic: 

tempted to allot choice parcels of who make money from the unfor- SER 

land to friendly individuals, or to tunates’ miseries. His concern is to Houston ..........$ 969,000,000 

an inner ring of political profes- carry out the wishes of his contrib- Milwaukee wenn 1,240,000,000 

aanals. tote. amd mat to fubekere itl Chicago .......... 6,600,000,000 

S, a interrere with New York ........ 9,600,000,000 

Code Enf property owners, and to give a free 

ode Enforcement hand to developers of cleared land Because of lack of opportunities 

The government has power to in urban renewal areas. in the city, some local residents 

stop the development and growth The question arises about zon- predicted that the money they re- 

of blight in urban areas. Codes and ing procedures of the Madison Tri- ceived would be the “get-away” 

code enforcement are important — angle and Brittingham Park urban money for many, and Wink would 

tools for municipalities in this re- renewal projects, in Madison, Wis- be a_ well-laid-out city with no 

spect: consin. As shown in Figures 2 and people. 
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These predictions seemed to be — Cleveland housing inspectors. In income, the fee for the nurse was right. Since the renewal started, order to get federal aid, they arbi- regulated at 25¢ per day. When the population declined by about trarily reclassified 84 buildings as the renewal program went into ef- 
pop y y g d prog 300. Many left-over businesses “substandard”, and scheduled for fect, her house, although it was 

y 
8! have moved away. There are acres demolition. One of these was val- sturdy and clean, was torn down. 

y 
y of paved surfaces, streets and ued at $660,000 and lacked only She received a generous sum for 

P aces, g parking lots left from the never- self-closing devices on some doors her house, but this was not enough materialized projected “great shop- _ and the cellar needed cleaning. Ato buy a new home. Because of ing center”, There are “For Sale” 12-year old building valued at her increased income from the sale 
ping y gy : ce ; signs on many of the better — $80,000 met the same fate when of her house, the Visiting Nurse houses. the only violations were in the Service increased their fee to $4 

“pointing of the chimney and vent- _ per day. This lady was unable to THE ESSENCE OF URBAN ing of the toilets.” rent an apartment for less than 
RENEWAL IS PEOPLE Some stunned property owners $80 per month. 

went to court. The judge ruled that It can be seen that she will even- tis adhus esnases| wrseueces. we indg sur any Pene wal Progresses, WE since: ‘the city council had ap- _ tually run out of funds, and will be can sce evidences of dee proved the Erieview plan, there forced to live on welfare. This is in the augers “cae t ( was nothing they could do. The emotionally upsetting for a proud slums and later the bui horses Ohio Supreme Court refused to old lady who has always paid her o podem an ee — hear their cases because there was own way. 
i whom these. project. Li “no debatable constitutional Young people do no find it so ‘ vies Nee question’. difficult to make changes in their tended? Very often as the urban . oe renewal program moves ahead, the Relocation Probl living quarters, or friends. How- 
nde 2 ; 8 ar ose: is for sotter: erecation: Problems ever, if they have a limited income, ne mee Pe pe vban oe When an area is cleared in order they may have a great deal of nent in ‘ hi h the fanctions of the to make way for new apartment trouble finding an apartment with meer aity ven be per- buildings during renewal, what — yent they can afford. 

formed with order.” We may also happens to the families whose In some cities, urban renewal be guided by Aristotle’s advice: homes are torn down? They must has essentially meant “Negro re- a, Buuce’ by Ans ye BeNAeSs move, to be sure. This imposes an swal? WW y eo Taorrmae A city should be built to give its _ ience tl t and eal moval”. When low-income Negroes inhabitants security and happi- aatatvouhe os ° mos ane ae are forced to move into a non- ness,”? gatastiopne: to ‘some: white section, this probably means 
In the case of old people, this that they will congregate in an 

The Right to Own Property uprooting is most painful. The rea- area which nearest resembles the 1 b 1 sons for difficulty in relocation may slum from which they were re- There seems to be no limit to he; moved. Because of the habits of 
. doueen or oe eas 1. They have emotional attach- these Negroes who have lived all i di S In the name ¢ bar & ments to their home. their lives ina slum district, the vuliding. In the name of urban re- . ‘ 3 . new area will rapidly deteriorate newal, well-kept, neat and clean 2. They live in a close-knit and be the city’s new slum. houses may be doomed if they fail neighborhood where the peo- 
to meet some modern standards set ple speak their native tongue; 
up. “What if its owners liked it and have real difficulty com: ECEMENE EO 
that way?” said E. Barrett Prety- municating m English, ; 
man, a well-known Washington, 3. On their limited income from Hearing and reading about the 
D. C. judge. “The poor, the slow, social security or retirement, difficulties. with urban renewal 
the old, the small in ambition have they are unable to make makes people think: is it worth no less right to property than the monthly payments on a home. while to continue? We cannot 
quick, the young, the aggressive. The money they received deny that there are many prob- 
Are such questions to be decided from their old home is not lems, but the picture is not as by the government?” enough to buy a new home. black as many think, 

i ; S Erieview Proj 4. They are unable to adjust to Because of the policy of the The handling of Erieview roy apartment-living (no yard nor news media that bad news is the ect No. 1 in Cleveland, Ohio, garden, and noisy, close only good news, the general pub- touched off much furor. When the neighbors ). lic often does not know about the 
project was proposed, almost ev- a, . progress that has been made in ur- erybody in Cleveland thought it An example occurred m alt ban renewal. What they read in would benefit their city greatly. son, Wisconsin, which shows what newspapers and magazine articles There was one problem, however. can happen. A seventy-year-old is just one side of the story, es- Urban renewal regulations state lady had a house in which she pecially when the articles are that federal aid in demolition jobs rented a room to oe to pe politically motivated 
"e e give areas lement her limited income from , can be IVER only i “areas not pee : h sa diabetic What can hurt urban renewal worth saving. Before the project — Social Security. She was a diabetic dlso haw other effects in our socict 
was planned, most of the 118 and needed the services of a Visit- a18Q).0a8s ; $ Ur SOClerys 
buildings were judged sound by ing Nurse daily. According to her (Continued on page 27) 
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e & } PERT: 

Atm \ Management lool 
Jim Horton is a Milwaukee 

native in his last semester of 
mechanical engineering. A mem- 

ber Sharine Clubland the AlTE, By R. JAMES HORTON 
Jim plans on being employed as 
an. industrial engineer after 
graduation. Interest in the idea 
of an organized means of ana- 
lyzing a complex. situation in- 
spired Jim to write this article. 

Pri is a management tool PERT AND ITS ORGANIZATION Multiple Activities and Events 

See TS contig aoe What is “PERT” Figure 1 shows the simplest type 

ress and knowledge which will aid _PERT is a pictorial representa- ot aeationstip a the PERT net- 

him in the effective allocation of ton of the chronological relation- work; one activity follows an event 

manpower, materials, and ship between the events and activ- and the senond event occurs alter 

equipment. ities that make up a large project. the completion of only one activ- 

PERT forces the user to plan in The large project may be as com- ty e more aca! situation 

advance every move he will make. plex as the Manhattan Project of vee f i one in which an event 

This is done by means of a net- World War II or as simple as a WAS TO lowed by MOre than one ac- 

work which graphically displays man working at a machine. Ee Bury cement Sen 

the individual tasks to be per- Activities and Events an example Ot multiple aoe 

ae a a ee ie In PERT the large, total, overall following an event, the event “pro- 

Prior to the introduction of project is represented by a spidery duction, approval seuld bs Db 

HET i tis gga IOs, ti wens BCE OF dines Whee Rouet & lone, By fig Ratutien “nae 
virtually impossible to plan and or- fastlne of niles (eee Higine #) sts ad feat prodavans 

ganize the many tasks which make rhe netgianl H then Acaus up of ea aoe configuration is 

up a large project into one inte- smaller ome consummne elements ee ae . s 

grated whole. The human mind is called activities. The activities are : As =n sxemple of multiple agi” 

unable to cope with the complex- pepneseated by lines with arrow ue presedig a event. ths Svea 

ity involved with organizing many headatt Orsi tips..An event, repre- hee production aight be DES 

inter-related tasks. As a result man- gens a milestone or point in’ time a ed BY the Activites ae pio 

agement has often been ineffective but is not time consuming: Ie as awtiod beqounel . aus ae 

and inefficient, designated by a circle. Activities TW materials. This configuration 

PERT has been so successful in always take place between two is allusteated tn.Wigure 8. 

overcoming the uncertainties and oe a pamvle the activity Principle of Concurren 

complexities associated with large- unpack and install equipment ae D. d Y 

scale management and_ planning could come between the jevents " “peneeney 

that it is now realistic to speak in equipment a and “equip- a all cases the overriding prin- 

terms of an overall “Master ment installed, Figure 1 shows ciple involved is that all activities 

Plan.” how this would be represented in preceding an event must be com- 
the PERT network. pleted before any activity following 

INTRODUCTION 

Today's manager must  effec- 

tively control the use of manpower, 

material, and facilities. To aid him j 

in this task, many techniques, such Yapack Flasta/! , 

as Gantt charts and milestone Egupment 

charts have been developed. One 

of the more recently developed of 

these techniques is PERT (Pro- 

gram Evaluation and Review 

Technique ). Figure 1.—PERT Representation of Event; Activity-Event. 
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Hire productron 1. to: Optomistic time—time re- Next, in the predecessor event col- 
Personne] quired under unusually good — umn, list all the preceding events, 

conditions (approximate each on a separate line. When this 
probability of realization = is completed, proceed to the next 

Begin O01). numerically largest event and list 
B.aduction 2. tm: Most likely time—time it in the successor event column. 

required under average con- In the predecessor event column 
Acguire Finn ditions. list all the preceding events. Con- 

materja/ 3. tp: Pessimistic time—time re- tinue this procedure until all 
(als quired under unusually poor events are listed in the successor 

Figure 2.—Multiple activities following conditions (approximate — event column. The first event will 
an event. probability of realization = not be a successor event and will 

01). not appear in this column. The 
. four activity times for the activity 

The above definitions for each — jetween the successor and prede- 
time value should be used by the cessor event will be listed on the 
estimator only as an aid to under- Jing containing the predecessor 
standing. From the three estimated event. With the material so ar- 

lnviny market SES C) Oe = xpedted oe (te) is ranged the calculations for TE, 
A calculated from formula 1: TL, and slack are much simpler. 

Gaps C) te — fot 4m + tp (1) 

6 Earliest Expected Time 

Figure 3.—Multiple activities preceding aunere ee ous seats pe. The frst computation we will be an BUSH bility that the activity will be com- concerned with in respect to the 
pleted by the expected time, te. PERT network is the earliest ex- 
Each activity in a network has the pected time, TE. (Notice that 
four previously mentioned times- event times are represented by 
associated with it. Hereafter, any capital letters, whereas activity 

that event can be started. With activity time referred to will be times are represented with lower the principle set down we are now _ the expected time unless otherwise case _|etters, ) TE is the earliest 
in a position to understand that stated. time after the start of the project 
activities may take place concur- that an event may be expected to 
rently or dependently. When the EVENT TIME CALCULATIONS be completed. This is the accumu- 
activities take place concurrently lation of all the preceding activity 
as do “hire production personnel” Figure 4 is an example of a times along the longest path from 
and “acquire raw materials” in | PERT network. This network will the beginning of the project to the 
Figure 3, they may both be in _ be used in the discussion that fol- event in question. It may at first 
progress at the same time. Againin _—_ lows. In this network the events seem contradictory that the long- 
Figure 3, the activity following the | are numbered beginning with one — gg path should be the earliest ex- 
event “begin production” may not and ending with eight, and the ex- pected time. However, the reader 
proceed until both activities pre- pected times are printed above the should remember that an activity 
ceding the event have been com- _ activities. following an event cannot begin 
pleted. This activity is dependent . until all preceding activities have 
on the event “begin production” Using A Pert Worksheet been completed. It is therefore the 
which in turn is dependent on the Table 1 illustrates an orderly longest path through the network 
two preceding activities. manner for carrying out PERT to an event that will determine the 

ee calculations. earliest time an event can be ex- 
Activity Times Start by listing the final event pected to be completed. Each event 

Each PERT network is drawn in the successor event column. _ will have an earliest expected time. 
for a specific project and a spe- 
cific level of management. The TABLE 1.—PERT WORKSHEET 
group that participates in the net- © 
work contsruction should be lim- Prede- 
ited to around five people and Successor cessor tp tm to te TE TL Slack 
should contain the person directly Event _ Event _ es a Mins ee 
responsible for the end result of 
the project. When the network has 8 7 5 | 3 1 3 12 12 9 
been completed, each of the indi- oe g é : 3 8 — a 
viduals who will be responsible 4 5 5 3 1 3} 9 a) 
for a specific activity will be asked oo ; 3 ‘i ; no gpg 
to submit three estimates of the 5 2 6 4 2 4 6 6 0 
time that will be required to com- 4 : 3 Q 4 d 4 3 i 
plete that activity. These three 3 3 3 2 1 2 3 2 0 
time estimates will be: 
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The TE for an event can be deter- the project? This is called the lat- the scheduled completion time. 

mined by adding to the preceding est allowable time, TL. TL is the Slack = TL (event) — TE (event). 

TE the activity time between the difference between the scheduled The event slack may be positive, 

two events. See Formula 2. TE for completion time and the accumu- _ negative, or zero, depending upon 

Event 1 is zero. lation of activity times along the | whether the project's scheduled 

TE (successor _ TE (predecessor longest path backward from the completion time is greater than, 

event) = event ) final event to the event in question. less than, or equal to the project’s 

18 (aenwity) The TL for the final event will be, TE. Positive slack indicates time 

i ‘ oe (2) by definition, the scheduled com- to spare, negative slack indicates 

pletion time. If there is no sched- that time must be made up. If 

When an event is preceded by — uled completion time, the TL for there is zero slack, the project must 

more than one activity, more than the final event will be set equal to run as it is set up, in order that 

one TE will be calculated. In this the TE for the final event. Begin- it be finished by the scheduled 

case the largest will be used and ning at the final event, TL for the completion time. For example, in 

the others discarded. For example, preceding event will be TL for the Figure 4, Event 3 has a slack of 

in Figure 4, TE for Event 7 will succeeding event less the interven- three time units. We may expect 

be nine time units. This is the sum ing activity time. See Formula 3. that Event 3 may be completed in 

of activity times along path 1-2-5- TL (predecessor _ TL (successor five time units. However, as long 

7. While the sums of the activity event) = event) as it is completed by the eighth 

times along path 1-2-4-7 can be os time unit, there will be sufficient 

completed in eight time units, this te (actaty . (3) time to complete the remaining 

camot be considered the earliest ime ) activities by the twelfth, time unit, 

expected time, since the activity When an event is succeeded by the scheduled completion time for 

following Event 7 cannot be more than one activity, more than the project. Event 3 has 8 — 5 = 3 

started until all preceding activi- one TL will be calculated. In this time units of slack. Slack affects 

ties have been completed. This re- case the smallest will be used and the entire path, not just one ac- 

quires nine time units. The earliest the others discarded. (Also see _ tivity. Therefore, all events on the 

expected time for Event 8, the end Table 1.) For example, in Figure 4 same path will have the same 

of the project, is 12 time units and the latest allowable time for Event slack. 

follows path 1-2-5-7-8. This is 2 is two time units after the start: 

also the critical path, which will be latest allowable times for Event 2, Critical Path 

discussed in more detail later. figured backward along paths 8-3— The critical path will be that se- 
2, 8-7-4-2, 8-7-5-2, and 8-6-2, quence of events and activities that 

LATEST ALLOWABLE TIME ave TL's hh rs 2, and 4 respec: requires the longest time to com- 

: ari tively, and 2, the smallest, is the lete. The critical path is easily 
_ Looking at the PERT network one which is used. Teaoell through a ' network yy 
from another point of view, we - oof <_ : 

5 4: ; . : means of a comparison of -slack 
might ask ourselves, what is the Slack times. T . : 3 , 

: : a : ; i imes. The value of slack for all 
latest time after the beginning of Slack is the difference between . we : 

hea. 8 seems Cala ‘i ; ; events on the critical path is equal 
the project that a particular event the time an event can be com- , we . . ne 

; es : : ; and is the smallest positive or 
can be completed without affecting pleted and the time it must be LarweSt HewAtiVe ‘val For ex: 

the schedule completion time of completed if the project is to meet ‘| Be . oe Sees ae ener 
ple, the critical path in Figure 4 is 
1-2-5-7-8. This is easily verified, 

since the slack for these events is 
zero and the slack for all other 
events is positive. 

(3) Probability of Meeting Schedule 

With the data at hand, it is a 

3 4 relatively easy matter to determine 
the probability of completing the 
project by the scheduled comple- 

() tion date. The first step is to calcu- 

2 (2) (7) (a) late the value Z. 

7 _TS—TE 
th—tey- ©) ("5") 

1. TS = scheduled completion 
time 

(6 ) 2. TE = earliest expected time 
for the final event 

3 (3) is evaluated 

Figure 4.—A complete PERT weekend with numbered events and 

with expected times printed above the activities. by following steps 
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athrough e. (Also see exam- TABLE 2.—CRITICAL PATH ACTIVITIES 1g 
ple in Table 2.) ST immmeememeeeeeemer eeeee 

a. Pessimitic time minus Op- Successor Predecessor Step a and b Step ¢ tomistic time. Event Event tp to (tp-to)/6 ((tp-to)/6)? b. Divide quantity a by 6. a c. Square quantity b. 8 1 5 1 666 444 d. Repeat a, b, and c for all 7 5 5 1 .665 444 activities on the critical path. 5 2 6 2 -666 444 e. Add all the results of c 2 t 2 at ag _ ae together. 
Total=1.443 (Step d) sy 5 i The second step is to look up the = — — is calculated value of Z in Table 3 

and read off the corresponding 
probability. For example, if TS = soage ‘ ‘ : - 5 36. TE ye 19, and ay 1,443 are the activities for which he is re- being able to evaluate a project on substituted. then 7 is +03 and the sponsible. This picture will be a cost-time basis. Once PERT has a bability. fo fee : 1 he Physical in one sense, because he been learned, it will require only probability of completion by the oe . ; ‘ a dt ve off acauire tt : : has the network to look at, but it a little more effort to acquire the scheduled completion date will be : : . F ce ~ : ip ato See will also give him another view. additional concepts necessary to 62%. ‘This says that if this project He will be able to see the inter- use CPM. If the reader intends were performed one hundred Te oe Boe tO see; the sinter . . 4 | Serer, relatedness of times. This is be- further study, he should plan to in- pe. Ht would. be completed ay sause each t will have associ- vestigate both methods schedule sixty-two times. It should ated. a em ah Be a © ond a sue “ be noted that if the scheduled are i tio a i ar » ane ce he Conclusions completion date is the same as the gone th ae ar onts h » will : earliest expected time, the numer- know hether he an aot ‘, ‘ : In conclusion, three strong ator of the value Z will be zero and daria “ on com sletion Bee ait e points of PERT are: the denominator need not be cal- so b Bow meh The sana fon 1. PERT forces complete, logi- culated. In this case Z is zero and, ales t 5 before him the eittieal cal planning. as can be seen from the table, there oath rE kno m thatan len kee 2. PERT provides a means of is a 50% probability that the proj- i 5 i ea " of y sede progress evaluation. ect will be completed on schedule. eee path will lengthen 3. PERT provides kn owledge 

TABLE 3.—PROBABILITIES CORRESPONDING or shorten the entire project. If the necessary for effective ee 
a project must be completed two nd o mek material, = 

a es anit. 
Probability Probability | weeks ahead of schedule, the extra ne equipmen Z of Com- Z of Com- effort must be concentrated on the 

= pletion fe | pletion _ critical path. Extra effort applied REFERENCES | elsewhere will not reduce the over- Baker, B. N. and R. L. Eris, An Intro- fo i 230 ae e) all project time. If a key man duction to PERT-CPM. Homewood, 02 | ‘49 0.2 “38 should become incapacitated for a angie ce A Non-Computer Ap- a ae oe iB short time, a quick look at the net- proach to the Critical Path for the as 31 OL soO's “69 work will tell the manager if some- Construction Industry. Stanford, Cali- —0.6 27 | 0.8 bs one must be brought in to com- wen; 102, oe + itl 0.7 24 0. dl 2 e- activi if this pa f Moder, J. P. Project Management with i 21 0.8 | i79 plete the activity OE ' is ° PERT and CPM. New York., 1964. 0.9 | (18 0.9 182 the project has enough slack so Murphy, M. M. and D. M. Stires, Mod- 1.0 16 | 1.0 84 that the delay will not affect the ern Management Methods PERT and i | 5 | Py 18 scheduled completion time. CPM. Boston, 1962. 453 “10 13 “90 
6, Acheson J. Duncan, Quality Control lid “08 14 | “92 Critical Path Method and Padua ; oes Heimewond. 1.5 07 1.5 93 inois: Richard D, Irwin, Ine., 1959. —1.6 -05 1.6 95 . . A . “The Critical Path Method of Planning 17 | lot | a7 | 96 In situation which is non and Scheduling Applied to Highway 1.8 | 04 1.8 96 repetitive, such as research or de- Work,” Public Works, June, 1962. 1.9 | 0300) 19 97 velopment, it is difficult or impos- Kelly, Jr., J. E., “Critical Path Planning 

3.0 u | zo 38 sible to estimate cost. Also, esti- ace Sebeduling, on a ave ne 2.2 | 01 | 2.2 99 mates of the time required for ac- Basis,” Operations Research, June, 2.3 01 2.3 .99 eiRER! | . < the 1961. 214 O10 | 24 599 tivities can be no more tan Martino, R. L., “How Critical Path 25) 61 2.5 .99 guesses. In such situations PERT Scheduling Works,” Canadian Chemi- ‘ a i J finds its main application. How- cal Processing, February, 1960. _*Adapted from the normal distribu- ever, when cost data are available Stegner, rabe . Sshedloling Projects by 
ble and activity times can be estimated i962 ath,” Electronics, March 2, CONCLUDING REMARKS quite closely, it would seem desir- Reeves, Eric, “Critical Path Speeds Re- able to have a means for evaluat- finery Revamp,” Canadian Chemical Brief Summary ing a project on a cost-time basis _ Processing, October, je , PERT can be a valuable tool to rather than a time basis alone. The Grant, Eugene L., and Ireson, Wa. G. _ . f . " yes toe Principles of Engineering Economy. a wise manager. It will give him a Critical Path Method is similar to New York: The Ronald Press Co. picture of the inter-relatedness of | PERT and has the advantage of 1960. 
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Glen Scharpf received his 
BSME. last June and is now 
working on his Master's, A 
bachelor from Milwaukee, Glen 

Husthe’ tcténes ond net det By GLEN SCHARPF 
velopments in. the field, Auto- 
motive or rocket propulsion is 
the field that this member of 
Pi Taw Sigma and SAE would 
like to work in eventually. 

INTRODUCTION Rotary Engine Designs of 1963 was the Renault-Rambler 

. oo, The development of the first rotary engine, a four-stroke cycle 

HE se of this article is : i ith five c i am- 

a he tits miele 1. rotary engines began as soon as the design with five combustion cham 

to describe the newest devel- eam enoi . a ARBRE, bers located in a circle with the 

opment in the field of internal steam engine had become success rankshaf h : 
combust IC : h ful as a source of power. Work was CT shaft at the center. A four- 

combustion (IC) engines, the . . . lobed rotor within the housing pro- 

Wankel rotary combustion engine being done on both rotary and re 1 hangi lind 1 

This engine: / attracted much at- ciprocating forms, with the rotary See 

tention among engineers in both design having the advantages of The Work of Felix Wankel 

B eng : continually rotating parts and con- 
the automotive and aircraft indus- y ung P The German engineer, Felix 

tries because it is a successful at- sequently providing a smoother 7 boot mi : A 

tempt to re place the present feci D- source of power. However, the de- Wankel - caer = s 

rocatin P arccaés in 1c = gines with sign involving the reciprocating ee a es that G86, opening ¢> 
rocating mas sin Tee eS oe principle was found to be easier to institute in that year to study the 

masses Therefore the en na develop and gained wider accept- problems involved. ey i, Os 

could become an important factor ance, because of the fewer prob- — Wa8 working. in sealing arrange- 

in the future develo — of all lems involved in the sealing of high ae for ene valved eed 

sizes of IC en sines P ‘ pressures and with the operating valve engines. This project evolved 

: The wvtdle ts intended £8. BO cycle itself. Through the years, into a rotary-piston pump used as 

quaint the reader with He ine however, many designs have been 4. Sroeechinger sot motorcycles. an 

sles of o enact of the Wankel en- developed and patents issued for ee ee entered ae 

ies id the development work rotary combustion engines. coset agueaincaly ye Oe 

Saronmed by NSU Motorenwerke Where sealing is not a critical — ikee BF West 

A.G. in West Germany and Curtis- problem, as in compress™s and anil had determined that tl 

Wright Corporation in the United pumps, the rotary design has fe eG desieciae a 

States. Included also are descrip- proved superior over conventional problems involved in designing a 

tions of various applications of Aas reciprocating types. Today many peat engiue went [1] igo mney 

new. engine design : : pumps use the rotating principle. possible arrangements and config- 

gine cesign. Several developments have oc- aie fe for the ae (2) diffi- 

curred within the last forty years  “ ty in sealing the high pressures, 

HISTORICAL, BACKGROUND to stimulate engineering interest in and (3) problems in determining 

A. practical rotary engine has _ the rotary engine. In 1923, the Mi- _ the correct thermodynamic and gas 

long been the dream of many pio- chael engine was developed, fol- 

neers of engine design. Several lowed in 1939 by the Redrup en- 

forms have been proposed, the — gine. Both are similar, having ro- 

most popular of which is the rotat- _ tating shafts connected to recipro- 

ing internal combustion type. This cating pistons through swash plates 

design has either the piston or fixed to the shafts. In 1961, the Sel- 

both the piston and cylinder hous- | wood engine was announced. This 7 J 
E y: g 

ing rotating. The other basic de- is a twelve cylinder, two-cycle 

sign has a rotating shaft connected _ type _having twelve pistons in a | 

to reciprocating pistons, not unlike round rotating block. Ignition is b: 
I Sp 8g 8 'y 

the modern-day automobile en- twelve spark plugs mounted in the 
y P plug: 

sine. but with a more unorthodox block using slip rings to transmit r 
& g slip ring 

piston arrangement. the current. Announced in the Fall Figure 1.—Epitrochoids. 
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ENGINE GEOMETRY The Ignition System 

6 “ The ignition system developed is 
YS basically the same as that currently 

being used in the automotive field. 
The primary difference is that a 
transistorized power supply is used 

to charge the condensor. The con- 
' densor then discharges to ground 

4 producing a surge of current 
MSs A ¢ ae Ok through the coil primary, generat- 
IN a < 4 = ing a secondary voltage which fires 
XY \ e € INNER the spark plug. In order to reduce 

. 1 ROTOR erosion and sensitivity to fouling 
‘ <4 deposits on the spark plugs, the 

YO \ R Z rate of voltage rise from the con- 
SS ‘ densor is four times that used in 

SD gr automotive systems 
\ uc g? To increase the durability of the 

Vmax. QV uoT LE spark plugs, a cold design is used. 
eee x LS Furthermore, to produce a higher 

Vain. compression ratio, the plugs are 
. . mounted in the leading part of the 

Figure 2.—The geometry of the Wankel engine. combustion chamber. Por medium 
and low ratios, they are positioned 

cycles to be used. Overcoming Within this housing is a three- in the trailing portion of the 
these problems, the first engine — lobed rotor in basically triangular chamber. 
was constructed in 1954, producing form. The outer surface of this Using this system, starting has 
32 hp at 17,000 rpm from 125 cu. rotor approximates the inner enve- _ not been a problem with the Wan- 
cm. lope of the epitrochoid when the _ kel engine. In fact, engines up to 

two rotors rotate relative to each 45 hp in size have been easily 
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS OF other. started using a rope and_ pully 

THE WANKEL ENGINE The rotors are mounted with arrangement similar to that on out- 

The Wankel engine is not based their axes parallel but spaced apart board motors. 
on any new theories in design. It to produce the required eccentri- The Cooling System 

is new only in its general concep- city of the epitrochoid. Two Were e , . . 
tion and in its detail design. The sions of this arrangement are POssl- ‘ The ankel engine, because of 
basis for the engine design is an ble. With one, both the inner and its unusual design, has in some re- 

epicyclic curve known as the epi- outer rotors rotate, producing a spects a unique cooling system. 

trochoid. This curve represents the specified relative motion. The 
path traced by a point on the other arrangement produces this e g 

radius of a circle, rolling without motion by having the inner’ FOtOr gi fl i 
sliding on the outer circumference rotate within a stationary outer Qi yc 
of another circle. The shape of the rotor. a >\ Ae 
curve is determined by the ratio of The actual processes in the com- A “oe 5 ° aa 4 
eccentricity e, to the length of the _ bustion cycle are illustrated in Fig- iS he Sw 5 A 
generating radius. When the ratio _ure 3. The figure shows the three BC 6 
X — R:e = o, a circle is formed. overlapping cycles that exist dur- = 
When Rie is less than infinity, an ing one reveloution of the rotor, Y >i O + 

elliptic is generated with the waist the single spark plug firing three . + I<o 
of the epitrochoid becoming more times to produce three power = + 
pronounced as the ratio decreases. strokes per revolution. The power i Ei: 
A family of basic epitrochoids is is transmitted to the driveshaft Pr ma) ™\ 

shown in Figure 1. The maximum — through a sun-gear arrangement UY ia) a Ho VAY 
theoretical compression ratio is also with the rotor rotating at two- AY Be A y 
determined by this ratio of R toe, thirds of the output shaft speed. yp A eS Oy 
the optimum being at approxi- The combustion chamber is formed <A ra 
mately six or seven. by the lobes of the faces of the U 

rotor, seen as dotted lines in Fig- 
The Principles of Operation ure 3. 1-4 ER S-7 BE 8-0 1 

The Wankel engine has only two Once the basic design of the en- Figure 3. 
major parts, an outer and an inner _ gine was decided upon, in conjunc- 1-4 Intake. 
rotor. As shown in Figure 2, the tion with NSU, Wankel focused 5-7 Compression. 
inner surface of the center housing his attention on the problems of 8-10 Combustion. 
is in the shape of an epitrochoid. _ ignition, cooling, and sealing. 11-1 Exhaust. 
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Le Being a technically trained man...we assume you 
Race UN are looking ahead to a career of exciting growth and 
pas ON accomplishment and that you are looking for a com- 
ye oN aay Rae pany possessing these same qualities. 

he ao : BN If our assumption is correct, we would like you to take 
ey 7 a e 4 a close look at us. For this Company, while solving the 

ny 0 os 4 + © oe q problems of the day, thrives on a sort of creative rest- 

Pa le oN lessness which anticipates the challenges of tomorrow. 
‘eh ae be. Y And more important to you, it recognizes its engineers 
eS . ~ ie | and scientists as the master key to its present success 

bo ce E . i and future progress. 

pe » 2 | From a solid foundation of basic and applied research, 
Ep _ e os 2 A a our Company has gained a firm foothold in the land, 
a Ce . sea, air, and space programs that are helping to shape 
oe ae , our nation’s future. Our engineers and scientists are 

ae 2 exploring ever-broadening avenues of energy conversion 
a LE LG for every environment. Should you join them, you'll be 

@). ; io . | assigned early responsibility ... to apply your engineer- 
: ‘ — ing talents to such areas as advanced gas turbines... 

‘ Ss . rocket engines .. . fuel cells and nuclear power. 
. A provides Such trail-blazing projects command the best of varied 

ca A talent. That’s why you'll find at Pratt & Whitney Air- 
i - wee challenge craft men with college training as diverse as their 

cc tee responsibilities. You will also find that opportunities 
oe Et 4 | for for professional growth are further enhanced by our 

(i fe | corporation-financed Graduate Education Program. 
‘ Lae a Il Your degree? It can be a B.S., M.S. or Ph.D. in: 

virtua y MECHANICAL ¢ AERONAUTICAL ¢ ELECTRICAL ¢ CHEMICAL 
and NUCLEAR ENGINEERING e PHYSICS e CHEMISTRY 

every « METALLURGY « CERAMICS ¢ MATHEMATICS « ENGINEER- 
oo ING SCIENCE or APPLIED MECHANICS. 

technical For further information concerning a career with Pratt & 
—s — Whitney Aircraft, consult your college placement of- 
talent ficer—or—write to Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering 

ene Department, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford 8, 
at Connecticut. 

= 

Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft ircra SPECIALISTS IN POWER...POWER FOR PROPULSION—POWER 

FOR AUXILIARY SYSTEMS. CURRENT UTILIZATIONS INCLUDE 
AIRCRAFT, MISSILES, SPACE VEHICLES, MARINE AND IN- 

E> DUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS. 

Sn ae 
eee 

6 es 

U 
Pratt & Wh itney A 1 rc raft DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRAFT CORP, 

CONNECTICUT OPERATIONS EAST HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT A 
FLORIDA OPERATIONS WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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The housing is water cooled. How- The non-uniform gas pressures and satisfactorily. With further devel- 
ever, the same housing locations varying velocities of the seals due | opment work, the sealing mechan- 

are always exposed to the same to the eccentricity of the rotor ism will be improved. 

part of the engine cycle creating a produce a gradual breakdown in 

temperature distribution pattern the seal material and subsequent DEVELOPMENT WORK BY NSU 
which does not vary. This fixed leaking. x firs . Peli 
pattern causes certain portions of The difficulties have been gen- eo a tee work by Fe ‘a 
the housing to absorb more heat erally overcome through the test- ris cece | the rotary oe, HSU 
than others. The uneven tempera- ing of different types of apex seals, is su “as joming with : he 
ture distribution therefore requires one of which is illustrated in Fig- many other: companies arto ne 
a multi-pass forced-flow cooling ure 4, Among the various materials paid tage bee eee i 

system with the size of the water tested, a high-duty cast iron used je ae SBMS hts nas ssc 
passages varying with the tempera- in piston rings was found to work ferme, et Re ve Sens 
tures. The passages run parallel to best in the rotor sides and tips. riche Land Sacks Youn e Titenal 
the engine axis with the water The strips are held in place and id tel an Row Si ie the Watied 
being redirected in the end hous- preloaded toward the surrounding — &” seve rine c nite 
ings through the use of internal — walls by wave springs. The design es | ee te ; ike 
ribbing. The typical water flow is is such that the main sealing force Hon fac ine fe We tel to n © 
approximately ten gallons per min- is produced by the gas pressure. nae 2 — Nou o vase. 
ute. Air cooling the housing has This action produces a variable ae them ys a ‘i 

also been tried and proven to be force during the relative movement £ ve ane elonment are es u h 
quite effective for the smaller en- of the rotor increasing the seal life. #0" Seve opment work, wit 
gine sizes. Along with the internal As might be expected, the wear 
passages, external fins are used to yate of both the apex seals and of 

dissipate the heat. the inner surface of the housing ) 
The rotor, because it is rotating depend upon the combination of Ne 

within the housing, necessitates a materials used for the seals and the 
new form of cooling system using cylinder. Testing has shown that ( 
oil as the coolant. The oil also wear in the radial direction of the *] SS 
serves as a lubricant for the main seal is not critical. However, wear 2 | 

bearing. To increase the transfer of at the end faces does cause a drop oS ? x 
heat, the rotor is made of cast in the power output because of the A Ke 
aluminum having both a low change in the seal cross-section al 4 
weight and a high thermal conduc- _ from a rectangular to a trapezoidal ay | V 
tivity. The oil is fed through the — shape allowing leakage between : Re «a 
hollow shaft to the rotor bearing combustion chambers. ee oe IN ey seer 

where it emerges through radial The arrangement of sealing as % ee : ae 
holes in the eccentric center plane. presently developed meets several SS Fl Dae 
At this point the oil flow divides, basic requirements, as determined EE = EES 

half going to lubricate the bearing, by Wankel. —— ~ 
= the rest for cooling the rotor. 1. The sliding velocities of the 
ecause of the natural circulation : 

aS ; . apex seals against the sur- 
of the oil in the rotating rotor, i ; 

ay . rounding housing are of rea- 
neither a scavenge pump nor a . . sae ‘ 
— : . sonably low values. ) 

pressure feed are required to cause . ; 4 

the oil to flow to and from the 2. There is a continuous metal- . J 
rotor. A flow of one gallon per min- to-metal line of contact be- \ 
ute has proven sufficient for both tween the sealing elements ; 
cooling and lubricating purposes. and _ the housing, providing \\\ be 

good sealing ability. iy 

The Sealing Mechanism 3. The parts carrying the sealing ‘ See | 
. . components are shaped in Le aE 
The design of an adequate seal- such a way as to permit the _ iB | 

ing mechanism has caused the locating of cooling passages WrL 
most trouble in the development of close to the seal grooves. + 3 

the Wankel engine and is the ma- 4. The total length of the seal- : Sy N ira 
jor factor in keeping it out of pro- ing line is approximately the we 4 a 
duction. The difficulty lies in the . a 14 Ce i “i Bea 
manner in which the three cham- egae ng that oF @ westow n- Bee ‘ a Pes 

s : a gine, when the length around Bee ~ x 
bers of the engine must be kept the valve seats of the piston Lie 
sealed from each other. The apex engine is included. p | 
seals, the sealing elements, are lo- pi 
cated in the rotor tips and as they With these requirements met, p 
rotate, are in continual contact — most criticisms of the sealing abil- Figure 4.—The Apex seal, one of 
with the inner wall of the housing. ity of the engine can be answered several methods tried. 
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Curtis-Wright working on high also being used in a small water- in the NSU Spider, a two-seat 
horsepower designs and NSU on _ skiing tug, which is operated by sports car. This is the first auto- 
engines in the low horsepower the skier, that is capable of speeds mobile ever to be sold equipped 
mane : ell Bor weed up to 25 miles per hour. with a rotary engine as standard 

SES concelved by aK, > equipment. The KKM 500 was de- 

Pe ee Bae & pia a HORE The KKM 250 veloped for a high torque output 

rection, but at different speeds. The KKM 250 was developed at law speeds, required of an auto- 

Known as the DKM, this was a specifically for use in the NSU motive engine. Having an 8.5 to 1 
complicated and expensive design Prinz, a German compact automo- compression: ratio, the engine, seen 

with the one advantage that it was bile. It develops 20 hp. at 8,000 in Figure 5, puts out 54 hp. at 
naturally in balance. When NSU rpm. and 30 Ib--ft. maximum 6,000 rpm and 57 Ib.-ft. torque at 

began their work, the DKM design torque at 5.B00 tpn. from a unit 9 3,500 rpm. 
was disgarded in favor of the ens diameter and a in. in length. The 500 cu. cm. design has the 

; The high rpm. required by the en- ‘ 
KKM, a design first thought of by : ne P 4 y center housing cast from tempered 
Dr. Walter Froede. Chief of Re- gine is not harmful because the ilumin. an alumi silicon all 

an . é silumin, an aluminum-silicon alloy, 
search with NSU. This engine is rotor itself is only turning at one- and the end housings from. cast 
the kinematic inversion of the third the speed of the output shaft. aie Legare ue ei mn es at 

DKM and has a stationary outer This same requirement, though, ; Be its b Me . rami Th wl 

rotor (the housing) and a rotating necessitates more gear changes and wali ‘ is mn veaed 4 ich 
inner rotor. It has the disadvantage produces an engine that is not Stang & Zecommp in on ee 
of being out of balance because Vel HEnDIS Eiawevet, NBs isnt ae a vee tancatn Fiough tie sotos is halanaed about mediate throttle response and good — and centrifugal discs _mounted to 
sts own center. ic is mounted ec: engine braking with fuel consump- the eccentric. The engine, mounted 

centrically to * the output shaft. tion comparable to that of a con- in the rear of the automobile, 
This fadition i cduiecied Beer ventional automobile. drives through a four-speed trans- 
ing balanaag weehts mouited.on mission and differential unit. 

the output shaft. The KKM 400 
The KKM 400 is an improved DEVELOPMENT WORK BY 

The KKM 125 version of the KKM 250 developed CURTIS-WRIGHT 
The KKM 125, so named_be- for the NSU Sport Prinz automo- . os 

cause it has a displacement of 125 bile. The 400 cu. cm. engine pro- SHICe A958, the Gane wee 
cu cm, was the first engine devel- duces 57 hp. at 6,000 rpm. and Corporation has done much wor 
oped by NSU in conjunction with drives the car through a Volks- m adapting the \ an e a eae 
Wankel, following his work on the wagen transmission. Top speed is com! a engme oesign b aed 
DKM 125, Weighing 24.2 Ib., it de- approximately 100 miles per hour, —_$12es i Outputs aie aealite 
velops 29 hp. from a package 7.7 The lubrication required besides dred Orsepowen. The seal ing 
in. in diameter and 5.9 in. in _ the oil used in the rotor is a 50 to mechanism for these engines is 
length. Tests have shown that the 1 mixture of gasoline and oil for basically the a ee design 
fuel consumption for this engine is new engines changing to a 200 to 1 es het r. constructec to 
comparable to that for the Volks- ratio for engines that have been ies stand t e@ nigner gas DS aaa. 
wagen automobile. broken in. Eventually, NSU hopes Testing performed at Curtis- 

: to eliminate mixing any oil with Wright has shown that the 
The KKM 60 the gasoline. These automobiles best indicator of engine perform- 

To test an alternate means of have been test driven for over 621,-  @nce 18 the mean apex velocity, the 
cooling the housing, a 60 cu. cm. 400 miles. apes being eM point ot te nL 
air-cooled engine was developed. In another application, the KKM & aie vith vearbe ton 
It produces 5 hp. at 6,000 rpm. and 400 has been mounted as an in- hae pre ee ive Be, oer , it 
weighs only 16.54 Ib. One version _ board-outboard drive on a 14 foot as proven tosgive a 0 a eth 
was installed in a rotary lawn boat and is able to drive it at Ae tan powe ne tee ck, “th bth 
mower and operated satisfactorily speeds of 28 to 31 miles per hour. ; eo oor ib Be as Snow the fi, 
for two summers without any prob- | The KKM 400 has also been used oe . t de. . "cases ther: bi ° vale 
lems occurring. as the basis for the first NSU twin- Placement ecreases, thereby mak- 

rotor engine in which two rotors 128 _the larger engines more 
The KKM 150 are mounted on one shaft within ficient. 

This slightly larger engine than one housing. This design, known as 7 - 
the KKM 125, weighing 14.73 Ib, the KKM 3x300, has a power out- The Air-Cooled Engine 
puts out 24 hp. at 8,000 rpm. Two put of 60 hp. at 5,000 rpm. and is Along with NSU, Curtis-Wright 
versions have been constructed, the _ the forerunner of other multi-rotor —_ajsq constructed a small engine to 
KKM _ 150W, a water-cooled de- powerplants. determine the feasibility of air 
sign, and the KKM 150L. The lat- cooling. The output varies from 1 
ter uses air cooling and produces The KKM 500 to 3.5 hp. at 1,600 to 4,000 rpm. 
12 hp. With some modifications, The KKM 500 is the first rotary | The cooling is provided by a cen- 
the water-cooled engine has been combustion engine to go into ac- _ trifugal fan mounted on the crank- 
used as an outboard motor. It is tual production and is being used shaft. Furthermore, “heavy” fining 
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RC6 as a basis. The first engine of 
eS \ this type was of a twin-rotor design 

fein) ) which approximately doubled the 

leg performance of the RC6, produc- 
ef iB Ke) oil pump ing 215 hp. at 5,000 rpm. The sec- 
(( = ah ond type, the 4RC6, uses four RC6 

: > [J Xe. a rotors and was designed for a small 

(( gee ay diameter and short length. It de- 

. Ral ( Ss ee So Ty velops 425 hp. at 6,500 rpm and 
a (nay We Sy f ii aa 400 lb.-ft. torque at 4,000 rpm. 

Si iA —— OD (IB ff op gS Be “or The 4RC6 has the rotors 

I ‘ 0) ha c jE! Fy rN yy mounted on the one-piece crank- 
- Bi : 7 B “IE “| eT shaft. The housing sections are 

Mii Vee die Cv ee tei 5 mounted in an in-line arrangement 

BA i | ea Vitae ge vy sie of their major trochoid axes. For 
a | ‘| “a9 A SAN Mie ay “We this reason, the intake and exhaust 

Ll ico is = a Rs |) /Y ports and spark plugs are also in an 

ZA us — a ta 3 a WA in-line pattern creating a clean en- 

LAT bs hy gine design. To develop good 
os fm = breathing, two carburetors and 

ie i C= “ dual side ports are used on the en- 

fl : c FO gine. The coolant and lubricant 
Pil, / = flow in parallel through all of the 

from radiator -—\ evi 2 a sections. Because the power cycles 

baA) Wi Ay are at 90° intervals, a small couple 

q to | Pe j i) Jp is produced which is compensated 
orns'n® \ii MO o yp for by balance weights mounted at 
f yA ta VY Na ( either end of the crankshaft. 

. SS LY * The RC19 
ge Cong é p 

RSS : Lay Ay a Wy The RC19 was developed to test 
Ss CY LiiPoe: the performance of extremely 

. a, V7 w// A large rotary combustion engines. It 
we cilcooler & < lyf uses the same coni.geration as the 

: | VY RC6 but has its dimensions en- 

sah larged approximately three times to 
A produce an engine having a 1,920 

Figure 5.—The KKM ! a nei Be a cu. in. displacement. Developing 
Figure 5.—The KKM 500 Ne aoe It is standard equipment 782 hp. at 1,525 rpm., the RCI9 

has shown a good power potential. 

. . . . One drawback that has turned up 
is used in areas having a high tem- developed in two versions. The in tests so far is its susceptibility 
Denney ene pattern gu first has side intake ports and de- 4 getonation on standard fuels. 
. reaks o com yustion and ex ae 100) hp. at — ou or This problem can probably be 

aust port zones. OF np. per cu. in.; the other uses overcome through further work 

peripheral intake ports and pro- ‘ith tl tne 
The RC6 duces 124 hp. at 6,500 rpm. or 2.05 v me engine. 

in TOR nn. in Wieusre A. ke hp. per cu. in. Both engines put 

the “Bat caeine woncinetied “bp Gut thetr biptest Wrgas at lower WARK ENGINE 
eypaine Se ea speeds. They have been success- 

Curtis-Wright and is based com- fully run using many different What will the future h f 

pletely on the NSU-Wankel de- — jings of fuel. includi mye lar au- al Swill ik © ware nore or 
sign except for increased dimen- _ sae . w 2 Tne u oe tented } ‘al the Wankel rotary combustion en- 

sions. The cooling system uses the nateine fel, leaded fuels, and a gine? Considering how much the 

multipass forced-flow design for ation sasoling os development of this engine has 
cooling the housing. Water is the “ Bas . covered in only a few years, the 
coolant. This system keeps temper- The 4RC6 possibilities seem almost unlim- 

ature variations to a minimum. The ited. At this time there are several 
forged aluminum rotor has a A method of mounting two or companies conducting experiments 

forced circulation of oil for both — more rotors on the same shaft to to improve the design details and 
lubrication and cooling purposes. make a larger and more powerful ease of manufacture. Curtis-Wright 

The 60 cu. in. engine has been — engine was developed using the Corporation is developing an ap- 
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He’s finding it at Western Electric 
When the University of Nevada awarded John Lauritzen ment for the Bell System’s revolutionary electronic 

his B.S.E.E. in 1951, it was only the first big stepinthe — telephone switching system. 

learning program he envisions for himself. This led him If you set high standards for yourself, educationally 

to Western Electric. For WE agrees that ever-increasing and professionally, let’s talk. Western Electric’s vast 

knowledge is essential to the development of its engi- | communications job as manufacturing unit of the Bell 

neers—and is helping John in furthering his education. | System provides many opportunities for fast-moving 

John attended one of Western Electric’s three Grad- _ careers for electrical, mechanical and industrial engi- 

uate Engineering Training Centers and graduated with _neers, as well as for physical science, liberal arts and 

honors. Now, through the Company-paid Tuition Refund — business majors. Get your copy of the Western Electric 

Plan, John is working toward his Master’s in Industrial Career Opportunities booklet from your Placement 

Management at Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute. He is Officer. And be sure to arrange for an interview when 

currently a planning engineer developing test equip- _ the Bell System recruiting team visits your campus. 

= . 
Western Electric Manufacturing and Supply Unit of the Bell System / An Equal Opportunity Employer 

Principal manufacturing locations in 13 cities (1 Operating centers in many of these same cities plus 36 others throughout the U.S. 

O Engineering Research Center, Princeton, N. J. 1 Teletype Corp., Skokie, Ill., Little Rock, Ark. 0 General Headquarters, New York City 
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Dewey Nelson came to Delco recreational attractions nearly end- ou, too, might soon be on your y y ig y' 
Radio Division of General Motors less. And both Purdue and Indiana way to a challenging and reward- 
in 1958 with a BSEE from lowa Universities offer undergraduate ing career with Delco Radio. You'll 
State University. Today, as a proj- and graduate work locally. find abundant opportunities in 
ect engineer at Delco, Dewey helps As a young graduate engineer | such areas as silicon and germa- 
design the building blocks for digi- nium device development, ferrites, 
tal control systems—such as the Seno TT ANSON Tae Tec solid state diffusion, creative pack- 
logic cards and modules pictured aging of semiconductor products, 
above. He also assists in designing An equal opportunity employer development of laboratory equip- 
complete digital systems using ment, reliability techniques, and 
these parts. solid state seaniae' applications and manufacturing 

Like other talented young engi- engineering. 
neers at Delco, Dewey can enjoy Our brochure detailing the op- 
the prospects of a longtime, satis- V/ portunities to share in forging the 
fying career with this stable elec- f future of electronics with this out- 
tronics division of General Motors. standing Delco-GM team is yours 
He can look forward to a happy for the asking. Watch for Delco 
future for his family in the friendly, Dexco Rapio Division Radio interview dates on your cam- 
growing environment of Kokomo, OF GENERAL Morors pus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long- 
Indiana where schooling is tops Kokomo, Indiana shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Di- 
... desirable new homes and apart- vision, General Motors Corpora- 
ments plentiful . . . cultural and Eee tion, Kokomo, Indiana 
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Whose growth? Fisher Governor Company, manufac- outstanding cultural and educational environment. 

turer of automatic controls for any and all fluids, gases Type of work: Fisher offers a rewarding challenge to 

or air that flow through pipe. We are the leader in our the graduate engineer (BS and MS) who is interested 

growing industry. Our sales have shown a relatively in design and development, research and test, sales 
steady rise during the past decade (from 18-million or manufacturing. 

to 41.5-million—a 130% increase in just ten years). . . , ; 

See chart above. Our products—control valves, pres- Advancement: Coupled with Fisher's policy to promote 

sure regulators, liquid level controls and instruments— from within, advancement opportunities reflect a grow- 

are key elements in industrial automation. ing company within a growing industry. 

Location: Fisher is basically an ‘‘Engineering’’ com- If a growing company like ours appeals to you, consult 

pany with 1,500 employees located in a pleasant lowa your placement office or write directly to Mr. John 

community of 22,000. It’s less than 10 minutes to the Mullen, Employee Relations Manager, FISHER GOV- 

modern Fisher plant and engineering facilities from ERNOR COMPANY, Marshalltown, lowa. 

any home in Marshalltown. The community has an An Equal Opportunity Employer 

If it flows through pipe, chances are it’s controlled by Pa ER Y 

SINCE 1860 
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ata CONSTRUCTION poy hog 
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pa 

offers you a challenging civilian career with: - 
A= 

=, Sa ra 

i i i i ca Be =e = ' ™@ The world’s foremost and largest engineering Ze > ii “eS SO SN 
organization in the construction field, pioneering new (@ Te FOE mi 4 S 

and advanced engineering practices and concepts. le 

f f, S 

lM An organization whose work embraces vir- =~ Hl So NCios . 
tually the entire range of modern engineering in the wu Oey ee er §) 
construction field. Projects include research into iN 4 HT a <j po "ey 
basic science, engineering investigations and regional ™ of ; n f / 
planning; design, construction, operations, mainten- q > a, Va / J 
ance, and management of hydro-electric power V y) 4 
dams, flood control facilities, harbors and navigable va h \ - 
streams; design, construction and maintenance of in 

family housing, runways, hangars, roadways, hospi- 
tals, and nuclear power installations; and construc- “ 
tion of intercontinental ballistic missile and space i N p 
launching sites. In addition are the allied fields of | i \ 
cartography, geodesy, mathematics, and engineer / 
intelligence. = 

be 
kas 

oni N= ) @ An organization that recognizes each engineer as 
PB a! i an individual, providing well-rounded career development 
i mm 5 A programs with on-the-job training; courses at government 

oX\ “ N expense in colleges, universities, and seminars as neces- 
N  \ = gf * sary to assure steady progression to top professional and 

- ey ( ie managerial levels; encouragement and assistance in at- 
D De es 4 >\\ taining professional registration and recognition; and an 
Z a= NN opportunity to win national and international awards. 

4 _ f\ we An organization with offices and projects in nearly 
¥ S 1 2 every one of the 50 States and in many foreign countries 

ff iN yo that encourages employees to further their development 
Y 7 Sit by accepting new and challenging assignments. 

Sy \ <A) @ An organization which provides excellent rates of 
é Xs N pay with liberal fringe benefits, including generous retire- 

\¢ ( ger iS ment annuity, complete health and life insurance cover- 
\ — NI age, paid vacation leave, military training leave with pay, 

/ © fest generous sick leave; and special pay awards for outstand- 
t— ing performance and suggestions that improve operating 

efficiency. 

oss. — PA Al ia 
\ a ee (—_ = lee If you’re thinking this is all too good to be true, 
Wem sue ain esieman 7} you’re wrong! All of the above is available to you in a 

aD), — BE civilian engineer career with the U. S. Army Corps of ' ‘at EZ y. 
XR 4 . 2 L136 5) Engineers. If you are interested, you can get further infor- 

| cere ae ALO 7 mation from the Chief of Engineers, Department of the Bh. vi) aay . ° i “bp 
en Hh i tig Army, Washington, D.C. 20315. 
Nahe at ~ Vitel; 

PAWS te a Th 

we MIL A AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER 
\ Aa = fr: 
wae = ¢ 
vw ~ v 

WRITE FOR AN ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE “YOUR CAREER.” 
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April 1, 2, 3 and 4, 1965 

Student Exhibits in These Categories 

1. Individual Student 

2. Student Organizations 

3. Graduate Students 

4. Student Group (two or more) 

5. Craftsmanship (something made, but not 

specifically for the Exposition) 

* 

Cash Awards and Trophies for Best Exhibits 

* 

INFORMATION POSTED IN ENGINEERING BUILDINGS 

or 

Call DEAN TAYLOR, 257-4901 
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FRESHMEN CiE, ChE, EE 

SOPHOMORES ME, MME, ME 

JUNIORS EM, AMP 

SENIORS Others 

GRADS 

FACULTY 

Are you missing the technical knowledge, humor, book re- 
views, campus news, and just good reading? You need not! 

DON’T MISS A COPY OF THE 1964-65 
CLIP, WISCONSIN ENGINEER 

The Wisconsin Engineer 
COMPLETE 333 Mechanical Engineering Bldg. 

Madison, Wisconsin 53706 

MAIL Street -_-_.---- 2-2 eee 

City, State and Zip Code _______________--- 

1 year $1.25 [] 

4 years $4.00 [] 

Le RA SS EE SO SRE] 

Applications are now being taken for trainees for most staff positions. Those stu- 
dents accepted will be in line for promotions as vacancies exist. This is considered 
excellent journalism experience and will be an asset to your record. 

To learn more about the opportunities, stop in or call our office, 333 Mechanical 
Engineering, Phone 262-3494. Regular office hours are 2:30-4:30 p.m., Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday. 
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; the job for Oli They’re on the job for Olin. 

Want to join them? science, liberal arts, business administration —you 

Take the masked man on the left, for instance. name it. 

He’s actually a pharmacologist on the job in one And we are definitely offering you a chance to 

of our Squibb Division labs, testing out some pun- _ train and work with some of the sharpest people in 

gent material behind a sniff-proof mask. Take a _ your field (native scouts and target lions notwith- 

job with us doing biochemical research and you'll standing). You will pick up right where you leave 

join him. You might even be him; behind those _ off at graduation and, with crack specialists, start 

masks, who can tell? probing the intricacies of your special area. Most 

The man in the middle? He’s Nai Charden, a _ important, you will learn by doing. (At Olin, a guy 

loyal, worthy and trusty fertilizer tester for our is always learning because he is always doing, 

International Division. He works in the rice pad- always looking for new ways to do new things. 

dies around Nongkam (Thailand), helping Olin | Which is one way of saying there’s no end of op- 

men check out the effectiveness of various grades _ portunity at Olin.) 

of Ammo-Phos’ fertilizer. Interesting people are on the job for Olin, allover 

And then there’s Casper. (One of our Winches- the world. And they’re doing interesting things. 

ter boys gave him the name during the last 20 Want to join them? 

seconds of his [Casper’s] life.) Casper is (was) There’s no hedge on this score; no gimmick, 

on the job for Olin, too, although he wasn’t actually _ either. 

on the payroll. Unwittingly, he helped an Olin team In fact, all you have to do is get in touch with 

in darkest Africa to test out the new line of sporting Mr. M. H. Jacoby (he’s our College Relations 

arms from our Winchester-Western Division. Officer) at Olin, 460 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 

Sounds interesting? 10022. He'll answer any questions you might have, 

Well, there’s a hedge, of course. and if he can’t answer them he’ll send you to the 

We can’t promise, for example, that the minute fellow who can. And if you’ve got a healthy curi- 

you’re off campus you'll be on safari. And we’renot _osity (and what graduate worth his salt hasn’t? ) 

saying you'll walk out of your dorms and into you'll find that’s just the beginning. 

the jungle. Start out talking to Mr. Jacoby and there’s no 

What we are offering is a unique chance to pick _ telling where you’ll wind up.( You may have shoul- 

your career out of an incredibly wide spectrum dered a .22, but we'll give odds grey? 

of opportunities in specialized fields: engineering, | you’ve never wielded a machete.) Clin 

(An equal opportunity employer) 

e ° 
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M@ One of the many rewarding advantages of an engi- liquid metals, radiant heat transfer and phase separa- 

neering career at Allison is the association—in a creative tion in aerosols. 

environment—with outstanding scientists and engineers Let us tell you about your career opportunity at 

in their respective fields. Allison, where “Energy Conversion Is Our Business.” 

Dr. Y. S. Tang, Group Project Engineer in the Heat Talk to our representative when he visits your campus. 

Transfer and Fluid Dynamics Section, is the calibre of Or, write now for a copy of our brochure which tells 

man we believe you'd like to be associated with when how the young graduate engineer can advance his pro- & 
you embark on your professional career. fessional career at Allison. 

Dr. Tang was graduated from Chinese National Cen- Send your request to: Allison Setar 

tral University in 1944. He received his M.S.M.E. from Division, General Motors B®, 

the University of Wisconsin four years later, and in Corporation, Indianapolis, -.U. 
1952, received his Ph.D.C.E. from the University of Indiana 46206, Att: Profes- ("5 SX¥O) @ 
Florida. sional and Scientific Place- on ol 

Joining Allison in 1959, he is currently responsible ment. rere) 

for research in fluid dynamics and heat transfer devices An equal opportunity employer 

for auxiliary power generation for space, under sea and a 

terrestrial power plants. In the course of this work, ATlison GM 
. . : “4s : THE ENERGY CONVERSION O1vision oF 

he also carries out studies in boiling and condensing GENERAL MOTORS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA Geel Holus 
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NEW SYSTEM DETECTS AND RE- When the earthquake struck leading to the demijohns. The 
CORDS DISTANT EARTHQUAKES’ Alaska, the time in Berkeley was bridge circuit is connected to a 
GROUND AND AIR WAVES 8:36 p.m., Friday, March 27, 1964, highly sensitive rate-of-climb indi- 

we. Pacific Standard Time. The ground _ cator built in England for sailplane 
A system so sensitive it can de- ‘ , wa . : f 

i ; : wave took a little less than 14 min- gliders. In the bridge circuitry, 
tect the drop in atmospheric pres- on f . a : 

: oe oo 3 utes to travel the 1,960 miles from current is applied only through the 
sure of a one-quarter inch rise in . . itil ; i : 

: : the epicenter to the University of center thermistor, causing heat. 
elevation graphically recorded Sifts. AR me ‘ 2 

; California. The earth under Berke- With an increase in atmosphere 
both the ground wave and subse- . : . 3 

: aa ley rose and fell one-quarter inch. pressure, air enters the opening to 
quent air pressure wave here from ‘As : . * ne 

: ‘ s the accompanying photo- equalize the pressure inside the 
an earthquake 1,960 miles distant. ; . . . ; x . 

graph taken from the Varian re- demijohns. Passing over the bridge 

Developed by P. G. Davey of  corder’s chart of that day shows, circuit, the air transfers heat from 
the Lawrence Radiation Labora- the changes in atmospheric pres- the center thermistor to the therm- 

tory, and Walter C. Marion, seis- sure accompanying the motion are __ istor nearest the demijohns, unbal- 
mography engineer at the Univer- well within the range of the micro- _ ancing the bridge, and causing a 
sity of California’s Seismographic — barograph. Two hours and _ forty difference in potential across the 

Station, the “Davey-Marion micro- minutes after the ground shock re- circuit. The voltage change is 
baragraph” is coupled with a Var- corded by the microbarograph, the sensed by the rate-of-climb indi- 
ian model G-10 strip chart recorder air pressure wave reached the  cator, which is connected to the in- 
at the university’s Byerly Seismo- instrument. put of a Varian Associates Model 

graphic Station. A discussion of the The microbarograph consists | G-10 strip-chart recorder, deflect- 
graphic record it made of this primarily of two large, empty wine ing the pen. 
spring's Good Friday earthquake demijohns donated by a graduate When atmospheric pressure de- 
centered at Prince William Sound, — student who had found them in the creases, the higher pressure inside 
Alaska, has been made in the sci- basement of his grandparents’ the demijohns results in unbalanc- 
entific magazine “Nature” by Pro- home. The demijohns are open to ing the bridge circuit in the reverse 
fessor Bolt, Director of the Seismo- outside air pressure, with a therm- direction. And again, this differ- 
graphic Station. istor bridge circuit located in a tube ence in voltage-drop across the 
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he 614% Hed bie) Do ao fabricate into uniform segments. : Lek wood bg ke | - eg ‘ j 4 | th 2 Ms | EL ite : GE’s solution was to reconstruct 
Pere ie nae fae EE: . the mica into wafer-thin sheets and 
tar aay tae! eat ee aciok) bio i Fare : laminate them to uniform. thick- 
co iar y ue + “4 a i pepe : PE : ness using an inorganic bonding 

Aree aes i Ceres "Ss ; pee et eg oh Bai _ The bonding material has effec- & Te A a Beep te] ca PA i tively added some 900 degrees to eee er id se . PS pe ee fers * the temperature threshold of mica, 
es Rg) Gee te io SP Pr gu et Are AP. ’ giving IOBBM significant advan- 
eee eae ibaa 8 tbe eb bh cyst ete de ce tages over ceramics in the 500 to s tpt Pel ie 1p te : LL tp eke 1400 degree range. One advantage : beeper rp ine a. A eee ke areas ial. 4 is weight: IOBBM has a specific 

: iad ig ET “tbe et aoe Ae aa gravity of only 2.1 compared to 
- 4 ns i i 10h 2 as ele te Robe et a ceramics 3 to 4. And sheets of Oa in a a Eek r Leta } mica laminate can be drilled, pm bien) prt j ee ie ce Treat Pas} milled, molded, punched, cut. or ot EAE bed | Peket CC a Perey Ter ra cee filed with little or no waste. 

: eeerrr LT : a a 4 BC aes ge eT ter a ' Applications of this new material 
as Bee ai per bailciathehilla Z ms err tT aT Ts ty are limited only by the imagination be Foes giao) PAY Ee ; ee Be ere ite eubooe % unique combination of electrical Se bap hs of a 4 ab ee tt th ma ep cca ee and thermal properties makes it 
TE aa LE ‘rr 7. et eth Jolt ideal for key structural compo- ae ore ae Tae | ean Pope lie ae, Pret Ze nents which are subject to severe 
REDS Cee 4 a ease environments. 

Right chart shows measurement of ground wave that reached Berkeley 14 minutes 
after Alaska earthquake. Left chart shows air pressure wave that arrived 2 hours LARGE-SCALE LOW-COST 
and 40 minutes later. ELECTRICAL WATER 

DESALTING PLANT 
PROPOSED 

bridge is recorded by the Varian tion attack nearly 2 million times A five to ten million gallon per G-10 recorder through the rate-of- stronger than would kill a man. day water desalting plant, based climb meter. It’s the newest General Electric on the electrodialysis process, was 
Short-duration fluctations in at- insulating material: inorganic proposed for the State of Cali- 

mospheric pressure have been pre- bonded mica mat (IOBBM). fornia’s saline water program, 
vented from reducing the instru- Mica has long been used as an in testimony delivered before the 
ment'’s sensitivity by adding a electrical and thermal insulator, of | Subcommittee on Saline Conver- 
small chamber to the input tube course, but it’s impossible to obtain sion and Nuclear Energy of the 
containing the thermistor bridge large enough pieces in nature to California Legislature, by Russell 
circuit. The chamber has a small 
opening to restrict air drafts. In ef- 
fect, the small chamber acts as an » £ 
RC (resistive-capacitive) network — ca 
which filters out high frequencies, | 3 ‘ 
allowing the instrument to make 84 
full use of its low-frequency sensi- is a casio Wan 
tivity. Marion calibrates the instru- a ° ‘ ~~ bh 
ment by raising it in two-inch steps — 4 
on styrofoam pads. _ - 

The output from the microbaro- P| 
graph is connected only to a single 4 5 g . 2, 
Varian G-10 strip-chart recorder ry. =< 
with no secondary, back-up , | : - 

IOBBM—NEW SPACE-AGE r. Cg 
MATERIAL Ys y 1 

A sheet of it will take 1400°F. a _ 
without wilting. Pound for pound, : 
it’s nearly as strong as steel. It can — é 
be machined or molded. A piece - 
only 1/32-inch thick will block an 
electrical surge of 45,000 volts. It’s New insulation material from G.E. will not wilt from blast of acetylene torch. not measurably affected by a radia- Beside it, insulating glass fiber bursts into flame. 
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L. Haden, Jr., President, Ionics, anced, ball-bearing-mounted chair. important part of the facility is a 

Incorporated, Cambridge, Massa- While he sits in the chair, the sub- pair of high-speed moving cam- 

chusetts. ject is presented with a variety of eras. Located above and in front 

Haden stated that desalination levers, cranks, and wheels to push, _ of the panel, they record the paths 

by electrodialysis of highly-miner- pull or twist. Since he has no way __ of small lights attached to the sub- 

alized (“brackish”) water which is to brace himself to do this work, ject. In this way they present a 

available in plentiful supplies in the psuedo spaceman can produce _ three dimensional record of the 

California, deserves an important — only one-fourth normal earthman man’s movements, and further in- 

place in the State’s program. It — torque, or turning force, with con- dicate the area or “work envelope” 

offers a valuable third alternative siderably more exertion. A typical required to carry out each task 

source of new fresh water, supple- work effort test on the Streimer most efficiently. The Streimer chair 

menting presently proposed proj- chair might seek to determine the __ is only one research tool for study- 

ects for nuclear desalting of sea force a man can apply to a wheel. ing space man’s weightless envi- 

water and long-distance transmis- This force would then be com- ronment. But it is valuable because 

sion from the north. Haden also pared with the effort the subject of its speed, ease of measurement 

noted that although the presently could exert if he were braced. An and relatively low cost. 

proposed nuclear demonstration | 
ee LET IS 

plant leading to even larger plants | 7 |. N . aR ie? comes’ ae 1 

is worthwhile, the major need will | oy oon We es 

be for smaller municipal plants. x“ > \ me ss a ic re Lo ee iff 

Where suitable brackish waters Ae oo | Se UN ita Sane fe bo 

are available, Haden predicted that i 4 = Be wed aon * a ies Us 4 1, s 4 

conversion by electrodialysis would P\Ay y, Same Som a EN ee EW : 

have total costs of between 9 and | Lee ——_ : ‘@& 4 : ee P i : : 

16 cents per thousand gallons for | 2 col Popagack! VR a - ag ic. a ee 

a plant equal in size (50,000,000 | ed Lo a4 4 y p on Ao ae : 

gallons per day) to the proposed |e bs ’ eA ; ory se Ce A — ( 

nuclear sea water distillation dual- | a yi Pope OS Nie eetes 3 - 

Purpose plant for Southern Cali- | a u 4 ona 7 oY | a i 4.5 

ornia. These costs favorably com- |g “ aed, ONS cae | f ul Tel “ 

pare with the 46 cents he estimated | J ae 7? on \ M y 7 A 

for the nuclear project. For a typi: | ¥] = | : ay “e/) Ves SO y) yf ' 

cal small electrodialysis plant with | i « 5 ; Loe |i CAN Sad AJ Lie 

capacity of between 5 and 10 mil- | FY AS ; yx } at /// Riel AS 7 ia es 

lion gallons per day the costs would f\\ — AT Gy Hap HD : : a 

be between 13 and 24 cents. i u g Las Fa i Zé is Ce je d i ey 

In the electrodialysis process, A 9 Pa ae) , “yews ‘ \ 2 

salts and minerals are removed by ee oy ee \ ee fi i‘ 4 

electric current. More than 120 wa- : a ia « Bs 4 A | ae a ; r 

ter desalting plants with capacities Ma ae . . N a “Me dfs ‘oor oe wh | 

ranging from a few thousand to € e a E> A eS a 4 

650,000 gallons per day have been “OME a) eee / 4 / 7 NA ¥ we ONS . 

installed throughout the world by ~~ , . as 

lonics. The Ionics plant at Coal- | Why total cost is so important 

inga California, in continuous op- . 

eration for over five years, was the | to tiny tots...and taxpayers 

first U. §. municipal desalting 
plant. The installation serving Total cost of what? Sanitary sewers. It makes no difference if they’re municipal 

Buckeye, Arizona, since 1962, is sewers or house sewers. There’s still an initial cost... and a total cost. It’s the 

the first saline water converter of total cost that’s important. It includes building the sewers initially, plus the cost 

. . a of repairs and maintenance . . . even replacement if the pipe disintegrates. 

any type to demineralize the entire Total cost is important to everyone in the community ... from the youngest 

water supply of a U.S. municipal- to the oldest. No one wants to build sewers twice. You want to build them once. 

ity and is the lowest-cost saline wa- You want them to last. You want low up-keep. That’s what you get when you 

ter conversion plant currently in | build with Dickey Perma-Line Glazed Clay Pipe. It’s the one sure way to the 

operation. | lowest possible total cost... for you, for your children... and their children, 

too. It never has to be replaced. It cannot rust, rot, corrode or disintegrate. 

WORK-MEASUREMENT MACHINE It gives generations of trouble-free service. 

STUDIES MAN IN “SPACE” And, it has the Dickey Coupling on it, too. Made of urethane. Finest material 

. . . available. For the lowest cost sewers, use this Coupling and 

Dr. Irving Streimer of Boeing Dickey Perma-Line Glazed Clay Pipe. 
has developed a human work- =) 
measurement machine—named an 2 

anthropometric-ergometric facility. ickey sanitary glazed clay pipe 

The Streimer machine simulates Ifit's made of clay it’s good ... if it's made by Dickey it’s better 

Se enn of a fete bal: W.S. DICKEY CLAY MFG. CO. Birmingham, Alabama « Ft.Dodge,lowa + Kansas City, Missourl 

y oating um on a per ect y ba Meridian, Mississippi © St.Louis, Missouri » San Antonio, Texas + Texarkana, Texas-Arkansas 
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“PRINTABLES” 

Two aggies were sitting in A draftee after his first night in A comely young coed stepped 
the library when a young coed an Army barracks was shaken by on the drugstore scales after de- 
walked by. his platoon sergeant. vouring a giant sundae and was 

“Her neck’s dirty,” said one. “It’s four-thirty,” bellowed the shocked at what she read. Promptly 
“Her do?” Sgt. she slipped off her coat and tried gs PE 

“Four-thirty!” gasped the draftee. again. The result was still unflat- see y!” gasp 8 “Man you better get to bed. We tering, so she slid off her shoes. 
A Texas oil man was visiting St @ big day tomorrow.” Then she discovered she was out of 

New York. His city friend showed eee pennies. Without a moment’s hesi- 
ea fos ae . “ + tation the boy behind the soda him all the sights: including the Lecturer: If I talk too long, it’s f ain cte “4 forward Empire State buildin ountain stepped forward. Dee hee 8 because I forgot my watch and “Don't stop now,” he volun- Isn't that a magnificent. struc- sere Jock ¢ +e bg Stor 2 : . eae there’s no clock in this hall. eered. “I’ve o hole handful ture?” asked his. friend ee ! , teered, “I’ve got a whole handfu 
“Nothin,” said the Texan. “I got Voice from the audience: There’s of pennies and they’re all yours.” 

> Oe ; ate ie a calendar behind you. an outhouse bigger’n that. eR 
The New Yorker looked him nas 

over. “You need it!” he retorted. Someone asked the C.E. why he The automobile motor began to 
cae always closed his eyes when he pound, and it finally stopped. The 

took a drink. worried guy turned to his com- 
“Thish match won't light.” “Well, fella,” he said, “the sight anion, “I wonder what that knock gh F g panion, 
“Washa matter with it? of good liquor makes my mouth can be?” 
“Idunno—it lit all right a minute water and I wouldn’t want to di- “Maybe,” said the blond, “it’s 

ago.” lute my drink.” opportunity.” 

Today’s engineering graduates Se cee oe oF 
) are looking for a recognized oe e oo oe Cae oe 

- . : + Be ee ees eee RS FEU eRe, ico, “7 company that is growing rapidly eo Lv? a 
iors within an industry that is growing a a — — 2 _ 

rapidly’ a company that can offer promotion og _ a 
from within as a matter of policy ; a company that a ' = a 

provides broad opportunity to become part of the =f : Pg 2 

management team; a company that is ideally lo- eo Fe ee 3 S i. 

cated in the heart of 2 beautiful vacationland, in io | : re. oe 
south-central Wisconsin. We are that company. : ee - yx 
Talk with our . i ge S a 8 2 
representative . Lo 2g : oF Q é Jog 
about your future! ey * eo eat oS 

£ Oia ae 

ee es oy i 

a \ 2 
= a i 

WISCONSIN POWER AND LIGHT Co. i oe - a 
+ + + an equal opportunity employer — ee se | ee 

e a : i 

f 5, a : eye 
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Why become an engineer at 
° 

Garrett-AiResearch? You’ll have to 

work harder and use more of 
° 

your knowledge than engineers 

at most other companies. 

=‘, amy 

Ge ian 
oo Oe Gm ae — 

&, ts a j ; “ ~. ¥ 

f you’re our kind of engineer, actual hardware. _ | os » ; ak 4 

you have some very definite ideas That means you We — = aes hg . 

about your career. have the oppor- “ a A 

For example: tunity to start with TS ee, cc _ 
You’ve worked hard to get a _ a customer’s problem <%, eg 

good education. Now you want to —_ and see it through to a et i ee 

put it to work in the best way system that will get the job done. ce... a 

possible. The product lines at AiResearch, 

You will never be satisfied with Los Angeles Division, are environ- can carry you. You can make as 

run-of-the-mill assignments. You mental systems, flight information much money as any engineer in a 

demand exciting, Poo = and controls sys- comparable spot — anywhere. And 

challenging projects. i. =F)  _iems, heat transfer —_ of course, at AiResearch, you’ll 

You not only accept gm i gas = le =. systems, secondary get all the plus benefits a top com- 

individual responsibil- = i ‘ i. power generator pany offers. 

ity — you insist upon it. ; Fs j ) systems for missiles Our engineering staff is smaller 

Does that sound like ss 5 \ ei /*e ~~ =andspace,eiectri- += than comparable companies. This 

you? Then AiResearch a U)B a cal systems, and spells opportunity. It gives a man 

is your cup of tea. es ct) ee re specialized indus- who wants to make a mark plenty 

Our business is . trial systems. of elbow room to expand. And 

mainly in sophisticated aerospace In the Phoenix Division there are while he’s doing it he’s working 

systems and subsystems. gas turbines for propulsion and _ with, and learning from, some of 

Here, research, design, and de- secondary power, valves and con- the real pros in the field. 

velopment lead to production of trol systems, air turbine starters If the AiResearch story sounds 

gion” and motors, solar and nuclear like opportunity speaking to you— 

La \ i? power systems. don’t fail to contact AiResearch, 
f fs, \ af |? In each category AiResearch Los Angeles, or Phoenix, or see our 

a fe S @ . 

. kam br employs three kinds of engineers. representative when he comes to 

bd, aA 7) Preliminary design engineers do your campus. 

ee 2 Lh the analytical and theoretical An equal opportunity employer 

SS | a work, then write proposals. e 

=) aN : LSS 4 Desig Bg nee do the lay- AiResearch 
= we KA tee — outs; turn an idea into a product. . 

= y yo x Developmental engineers are is challenge 

= | ll bald Vee : responsible for making hardware 

ee) i out of concepts. 
; wel if lo Whichever field fits you best, we 

ae cy can guarantee you this: you can 

: go as far and fast as your talents | Los Angeles + Phoenix 
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FIRST JOB 

FOR 

MOLT AED 
The accelerated pace at | broadened to include jet | products rarely mature, and | the obsolescence associ- which technology is advanc- engine controls and pneu- | obsolescence of both com- ated with the inability of ing may mean that the | matic valves, beginning | pany and personnel set in. ; the individual to keep up wrong decision for your first | with analytical feasibility | Hamilton recognizes that with new developments in | job may cause you to slip studies through preliminary | its ability to produce a_ his field. Management re- | Into the abyss of obsoles- | design and Prototype devel- | workable article is meas- | cognized and met this prob- | cence. Engineers and engi- | opment. Since early 1960 | ured by two basic criteria: | lem early, by setting up neering management at | this same determination | its people, and the tools at | programs of continuing | Hamilton Standard have al- | and mobility has been ap- | their immediate disposal.) | education. United Aircraft | ready confronted and suc- plied to adapting engineers’ | Such diversification has Corporation sponsors a | cessfully overcome this | skills to obtaining a share | brought Hamilton into the | Graduate Education Pro- | bleak problem. ( In the | of the new missile, rocket | areas of engineering and | gram offering part-time, | early 1950's, while con- | and space vehicle oppor- | scientific disciplines includ- | tuition-paid advanced study | tinuing an undisputed posi- | tunities. Company state-of- | ing aerodynamics, com- | at Trinity College, Univer- tion in the propeller busi- | the-art advances have led pressible flow, control dy- | sity of Connecticut, and | hess, management initiated | to receipt of contracts to | namics, digital computa- Rensselaer Polytechnic In- a_ swift, sound product | provide the environmental tion, analog computation, | stitute of Connecticut. | diversification program. | control for the lunar excur- electronics, electron optics, | There is also a regular ; By judiciously applying the | sion module, and space | fluid dynamics, heat trans- | schedule of technical and ' valued skills and capabili- | suits. Studies have been | fer, hydraulics, instrumen- | non-technical courses at , ties that HSD engineers | completed on one-man pro- | tation, internal aerodynam- | company facilities, plus | acquired as the world’s | pulsion units to be used by | ics, kinematics, magnetic | seminars and short courses ; foremost developers and | astronauts during orbital | circuitry, mechanical met- at colleges and universities. | manufacturers of propel- | rendezvous and on the allurgy mechanics, metal- | 1 Are you faced with the | lers, the switch to new prod- | moon's surface. The com- lurgy, physical chemistry, | task of selecting a com- ; uct opportunities in the | pany’s continued expanding | physics, quality control, re- | pany that will keep you up- | then-new jet market was | probe into the fields of liability, servo-mechanisms, | to-date in your profession? | orderly and highly success- | electronics, ground sup- | statistical analysis, struc- | Explore career opportuni- , ful. Hamilton Standard rode | port, electron beam tech- tures, systems analysis, | ties with Hamilton Stand- | the wave of aviation prog- nology and_ industrial | thermodynamics, thermo- | ard — an equal opportunity | ress to leadership in the | valves, among others, is | electricity, tool engineer- | employer —write to Mr. | jet aircraft and aerospace | sustained by an organiza- | ing, transistor circuitry, | Timothy K. Bye, Supervisor equipment field as they al- | tion of almost one thousand | vehicular dynamics and vi- | of College Relations, Wind- 

| ready held in the field of | graduate engineers and | brations.C] Hamilton Stand- | sor Locks, Connecticut or | propellers. Engineers with | technicians with a wide ard's successful diversifi- | see you Placement Office 
| heavy experience in hydro- | variety of complementary | cation also hinged on an- | for an appointment with | mechanical control devices | engineering and manufac- | other hedge against engi- | our representative when he 
| for propellers turned their turing skills. Supporting neering obsolescence... | visits your campus. [____] skills to metering fuel flows | these technical / production 

in engine controls; the aero- | teams, in turn, are some of 
dynamics of air condition- | the most extensive pris 
ing systems proved a natu- | vately-owned experimenta é a“ 

| ral field for engineers who | and manufacturing facili- Mm 
| had moved masses of air | ties in the United States. Ha ilton DIVISION OF United with propellers. From air | Without such support, S d . 
conditioning the field was | theory holds sway, new tandar Aircraft 
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Opportunities at Hughes for EE’s— Physicists — Scientists: 

from the ocean floor to the moon...and beyond 
Hughes sphere of activity extends from the far reaches of outer space to the bottom B.S., M.S. and Ph.D. Candidates 
of the sea...includes advanced studies, research, design, development and produc- CAMPUS INTERVIEWS 

tion on projects such as: @ SURVEYOR— unmanned, soft-landing lunar spacecraft March 15, 1965 
: ; : arc f 

for chemical and visual analysis of the moon's surface; @ SYNCOM (Synchronous- Learn more about opportunities at Hughes, 
eo : ‘ : fats : oppo jughes, 

orbit Communications Satellite)— provides world-wide communications with only three our educational proaramé, and the bute 

satellites; @ F-111B PHOENIX Missile System—an advanced weapon system designed benefits Southern California living offers. 

to radically extend the defensive strike capability of supersonic aircraft; @ Anti- For additional information and literature, 

ICBM Defense Systems — designed to locate, intercept and destroy attacking enemy consul your falleve’Flacement Pireeet: 

ballistic missiles in flight; @ Air Defense Control Systems — border-to- border con- hie dd Sinone 

trol of air defenses from a single command center — combines 3D radar, real-time Hughes Field Service & Support 

computer technology and display systems within a flexible communications network; P.O. Box 90515 

© 3D Radar—ground and ship-based systems give simultaneous height, range and Los Angeles, Calif. 90009 

bearing data—now in service on the nuclear-powered U.S.S. Enterprise; @ POLARIS Creating a new world with electronics 

Guidance System — guidance components for the long-range POLARIS missile; FF 1 

Hydrospace — advanced sonar and other anti-submarine warfare systems. ! ! yérosp y | HUGHES | 
Other responsible assignments include: ATS (advanced technological satellites), TOW (wire-guided, Ue eee 

anti-tank missile system), VATE (automatic checkout equipment), advanced infrared systems, electronic HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

signal processing, space communications, parametric amplifiers, airborne radar systems, reconnaissance U.S, CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED 
systems, aerospace vehicle development, missile/spacecraft power & propulsion systems...and others. An equal opportunity employer,
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JIM ANTHONY, I.E., JOHNS HOPKINS TOM FREE, MET.E., CASE INSTITUTE DICK PEOPLES, C.E., NORTHEAST- 
’60—An operations research man at "60—After experience in both mills and ERN ’60—Dick helped build our new, 
our Sparrows Point, Md., Plant, Jim laboratories, Tom became a Lacka- $20-million continuous galvanizing 
applies techniques such as linear pro- wanna Plant metallurgical service en- mill at the Lackawanna Plant, near 
gramming, regression analysis, ex- gineer. His job is to solve problems in Buffalo, N.Y. Now he’s foreman of the 
ponential smoothing, CPM, and PERT customers’ plants. mill's production line. 
to complex production problems. 
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JIM BULLOCK, E.E., BROWN '58— SAM COLEMAN ’62, DOUG HATCHER JOHN O'BRIEN, CH.E., NOTRE DAME 
Jim is an electrical engineer at our ’61, BOTH M.E., SOUTH CAROLINA 60, AND DICK HOSTETTER, M.E., 
Bethlehem, Pa., Plant. His broad- —Sam and Doug are salesmen in PENN STATE '58—Production engi- 
ranging duties include instructing our Atlanta District. Their technical neer O'Brien and research engineer 
technicians in the intricacies of elec- training is a valuable asset in selling Hostetter worked together on an auto- 

tronics. steel products. matic gage-control system for a mill 
at our Sparrows Point, Md., Plant. 

These alert young men are a few of the many recent graduates who joined the 
Bethlehem Loop Course, one of industry’s best-known management development 
programs. Want more information? We suggest you read our booklet, “Careers 
with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course.” Pick up a copy at your Placement 
Office, or write to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa. 

An equal opportunity employer 
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By CLIFTON FONSTAD, JR. ee4 i 

ETS get started immediately 4. A fellow engineering student see two bell towers, 200 yards 

L on the first puzzle—the first was telling of his trip home be- — away, and 240 yards apart. There 
tum in this month’s Mental tween semesters and came up with is also a wall between the towers 

Maze. quite a problem. 150 yards from each. The problem 

1. To start with try a geometric The road between his home and is how far is the well from the 671 

problem. What is the largest num- Madison is all Interstate highway classroom window? 
ber of spots that can be painted on so he maintained a constant speed 
a sphere in such a way that every all the way. He said he drove as ANSWERS 

spot is exactly the same distance many miles as the number of min- he aveware to last month's 
from every spot (“Distance” here utes he'd have taken to drive two-  \tental Maze are: 
is distance measured along the sur- thirds the distance if he'd driven eee 

face of the sphere)? ten miles an hour faster than he’d 1. 5.5 feet. 

2. If you have ever played with have had to drive to drive the dis- 2. 11 sec. Then miles per hour 

squares you might have noticed tance he did in ten minutes less equals 10 X the number of 

certain interesting sums: than he took, but if he’d driven clicks in 11 sec. 
32 4 42 = Be half as fast again for ten minutes 3. i 

Loe + Le 4 122 = 138 + 142 longer than he did drive, he’d have 4. i. 
driven sixteen miles more than he 5. Connect the two palms with 

There is a rule, Hoppenot’s Rule, did. a rope—call this length 2L. 

which generates such sums of con- How fast did he drive? The treasure lies at a point 

secutive squares. It begins: “The 5. The next puzzle in this L units inland along the per- 

sum of the squares of n + 1 con- month’s Maze is a bit shorter. It’s pendicular bisector of the 
secutive integers, of which the a gift for the chemical engineers. rope. 

greatest is 2n (n+ 1), equals the One pipe can fill a vat of GL-70 ts : 
sum of 2...” in 3 hours, while another can fill We're still giving five dollars for 

Can you finish it? it in 2 hours, and a third can drain the first set of correct solutions sent 

3. Now it is time for our monthly it in 4 hours. How long will it take © Mental Maze, % Clifton Fon- 

probability problem. , to fill the tank half-way when all stad, Wisconsin Engineer, Rm 333, 
Two identical packs of cards are three pipes are working? Mechnical Engineering Bldg., U. 

shuffled) thoroughly. One card is 6. The final puzzle is a tale from oF We Madison, Wisconsin, $0 
drawn from pack A and shuffled — Tiola Tech. It seems that during hung and write; 
with pack B. Then the top card of | on particularly dry class, Engr. We have several Maze Masters 
pack A is turned up. If this card 671, most of the students spend to amounce: November's was R. 

is the queen of hearts what is the their time looking out the window. K. Gupta of Madison, an M.E. 

chance that the top card of pack B Fortunately the view through the — graduate student and December's 
will be the king of hearts? window is good; from it you can was Curtis Shawkey of Madison. 
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We understand as well as the next company the of building himself into a good all-around engineer. 
difference between, let us say, a chemical equipment Now comes the time to get specific. He is smart 
design engineer and an electro-mechanical develop- enough to know that the demand by strong 
ment engineer. To turn out the volume we intend organizations for all-around engineers under 25 can 
of such a fantastically demanding cross-product of be expected to remain slack. He is right. The proj- 
chemical and mechanical engineering as a KODAPAK ects awaiting engineers are terribly specific. But if 
Cartridge of KopAcHROME-X Film, we have to he has picked the right employer, he will find that 
interest fresh graduates answering to both these job with each project brought off well the walls between 
descriptions and many, many others. the compartments of engineering get a little softer. 

In talking to shoppers from the campus, we find By the time he discovers he has been transformed 
it wise to be very specific about job descriptions. into that vague “professional engineer,” he is hav- 
We would create the wrong impression at the inter- ing too much fun fighting our competitors by the 
view by referring to the job available as “profes- boldness of his concepts to care what specialty he 
sional engineer.” promised to devote his career to. 

The young man is winding up four or five years On the chance that we might be the right 

employer, drop us a line. 

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, 
Business and Technical Personnel Department, Rochester, N.Y. 14650 

An equal-opportunity employer offering a choice of three communities: 

Rochester, N.Y., Kingsport, Tenn., and Longview, Tex.



Should You Work for a Big Company? 

An interview with General Electric's S. W. Corbin, Vice President and General Manager, Industrial Sales Division. 

Ee ances for consumers; to satellites agement or plant engineering. Other 

| i — | and other complex systems for aero- | specialized programs exist, like the 

| fs > | space and defense. Product Engineering Program for you 

| =f ” ~— | prospective creative design engineers, 

| | _ _ . Q. How about attaining positions of and the highly selective Research 

Cl 4 ibility? Training Program. 
—¢ nm < | responsibility | ig Prog 

_ *& » ; | A. How much responsibility do you | Q. Doesn’t that mean there will be 

oo | want? If you'd like to contribute to more competition for the top jobs? 

fc  . | the design of tomorrow's atomic re- 

\ 3 sC|:_saators—or work on the installation , . 
7 ee? — of complex industrial systems—or A. You'll always find competition 

. take part in supervising the manu- for a good job, no matter where 

. facture of exotic machine-tool con- you go! But in a company like G.E. 

trols—or design new hardware or where there are 150 product opera- 
5. W. CORBIN software for G-E computers—or direct tions, with broad research and sales 

a million dollars in annual sales organizations to back them up, you'll | 

WH Wells Corbin heads what is probably | through distributors—you can do it, | Nave less chanes for your ambition to 
the world's largest industrial sales organi- in a big company like General Elec- the a TEES t me ee Nanos 

zation, employing more than 8000 persons tric, if you show you have the ability. for 6 arenmorertop Yeps i) ‘compere 

and selling hundreds of thousands of di- | There's no limit to responsibility . . . . 
verse products. He joined General Electric except your own talent and desire. 

in 1930 as a student engineer after gradu- Q. How can a big company help me 

ation from Union College with a BSEE. After Q Can big companies offer advan- fight technological obsolescence? 

moving through several assignments in in- tages in training and career develop- 

dustrial engineering and sales management, ment programs? A. Wherever you are in General Elec- 

he assumed his present position in 1960. F , 3 : 

He was elected a General Electric vice tric, you'll be helping create a rapid 
: : A. Yes. We employ large numbers of pace of product development to 

president in 1963. people each year so we can often set serve highly competitive markets. As 

up specialized training programs a member of the G-E team, you'll 
Q. Mr. Corbin, why should | work for that are hard to duplicate elsewhere. be on the leading edge of the wave | 

a big company? Are there some | Our Technical Marketing Program, of advancement—by adapting new re- | 

special advantages? | for example, has specialized assign- search findings to product designs, 

| ments both for initial training and by keeping your customers informed 

. . career development that vary de- of new product developments that 

A ust for minute consider what | pening on whether Jou want | cn” mpove or een reoltone 
in a big company means to you. A | future in sales, application engineer- their operations, and by developing 

broad range of products and services er installation and Setvigs uae new machines, processes and 
gives you a variety of starting places neering. In the Manufacturing Pro- methods to manufacture these new 

AGW: It Widens:tremendausly your op- | gram, assignments are given In manu- products. And there will be class- 

| ras q | facturing engineering, factory super- work too. There’s too much to be 

portunity for growth. Engineers and vision, quality control, materials man- done to let you get out of date! 
scientists at General Electric re- 

search, design, manufacture and sell FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write 

thou sangs of products from micro- | Personalized Career Planning, General Electric, Section 699-12, Schenectady, N. Y. 12305 
miniature electronic components and 

computer-controlled steel-mill sys- 

tems for industry; to the world’s G E N E R A L E LE CT R ] C 

largest turbine-generators for utili- | 

| ties; to radios, TV sets and appli- An Equal Opportunity Employer i
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